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Editorial

Beginning a New Phase

W

ith this issue, The Esoteric Quarterly is
entering into another phase. After four
notable years with Dr. John Nash as Editor-inChief, we now have a new team in place with
shared responsibility for publishing the journal.
It is a pleasure to be working with Dr. Joann
Bakula and Dr. Dorothy Riddle as part of this
new cooperative effort. Together, we are
committed to providing you with the same
tradition of excellence that has been a hallmark
of the Quarterly since its inception.
Under the skilled guidance of Dr. Nash, the
Quarterly has developed a distinctive reputation
for publishing insightful articles suggesting new
perspectives, as well as fine works of scholarly
research on esoteric philosophy. Our heartfelt
appreciation goes out to Dr. Nash for his wise
and tireless efforts as Editor-in-Chief. In
addition to providing us with a sound platform
from which to move forward, I am pleased to
announce that Dr. Nash has agreed to become a
member of our Review Board. We are fortunate
to have the continued benefit of his expertise.
I also want to take this opportunity to announce
that Robert Waggener has retired from the
Review Board of The Esoteric Quarterly. We
thank Dr. Waggener for his work over the past
three years and wish him all the best in his
future endeavors.
Previous editions of The Esoteric Quarterly
have always been distinguished by an interesting
and timely mix of high-caliber articles. This
issue is no exception. It begins with a new
feature on Esoteric Astrology designed to help
us understand and interface with the complex
and sometimes tumultuous world of energies
and forces. We are pleased to have Jan Dietrich
on board as a regular contributor to this feature.
Detrich starts us off with a particularly apt
article on the current two-year Uranus-Saturn
opposition that occurs during critical periods in
history. Coupled with the movement of Pluto
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

into Capricorn, she relates how this aspect
comes into play to produce momentous shifts of
consciousness and crucial global change.
Phillip Lindsay contributes a two-part article
linking Shamballa and the Mayan Calendar to
Brazil and the Sixth Root Race. The product of
extensive research, Lindsay’s article proposes
that Shamballa is destined to come full circle
and return to its initial outpost in the center of
South America. Reactivation of the original
Shamballa is tied to the evolution of
consciousness, the end and beginning of cycles
as measured in the Mayan Calendar, and the
emergence of the new humanity of the Sixth
Root Race.
Dorothy Riddle’s article provides a clear,
concise overview of the work that disciples must
undertake to prepare for the Great Transition.
Focusing on two critical stages of work for
disciples—the Transitional Phase and the Final
Phase—Riddle identifies a practical process of
spiritual planning and preparation, including a
range of skills that we will need to develop in
order to lay the important groundwork for the
transition known as death.
An article outlining the rise, decline and revival
of hermetic thought is offered by John Nash.
Written in two installments, Part 1 traces the
historical origin, development, and influence of
hermetic philosophy from late antiquity through
its so-called golden age. Nash begins with a
synopsis of the classical texts attributed to
Hermes Trismegistus with their three allied
fields of philosophy, alchemy and magic. He
goes on to give a fascinating account of
Hermetic influences on Christianity from the
early and medieval periods into the Renaissance.
The final article in this issue, by Patrick Mullin,
explores the development of the New Thought
Movement, the techniques of mental healers and
New Thought workers, and their affinity with
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esoteric healing and philosophy. Mullin
describes a commonality of approaches based on
the formation of powerful thoughtforms, the
recognition of the Soul, and the application of
Law that are destined to come together to create
a true synthesis of healing disciplines in the new
age.
In this issue we also offer a deeply thoughtprovoking poem—Last Confession—by Bruce
Lyon, as well as our customary “Quotes of the
Quarter” and several book reviews indicating
books of merit for esoteric students. In addition,
we have included an updated index at the end of
this issue for a list of articles published in 2008.
We wish to express our sincere gratitude to all
those authors who have entrusted their work to
us and whose articles we have had the honor to
publish.
Donna Brown
Editor-in-Chief

Publication Policies

A

rticles are selected for publication in the
Esoteric Quarterly because we believe they
represent a sincere search for truth, support the
service mission to which we aspire, and/or
contribute to the expansion of human
consciousness.

6

Publication of an article does not necessarily
imply that the Editorial Board or the School for
Esoteric Studies agrees with the views
expressed. Nor do we have the means to verify
all facts stated in published articles.
We encourage critical thinking and evaluation of
ideas. However, we will not allow our journal to
be used as a platform for attacks on individuals,
groups, institutions, or nations. This policy
applies to articles and features as well as to
letters to the editor. In turn, we understand that
the author of an article may not necessarily
agree with the views, attitudes, or values
expressed by a referenced source. Indeed,
serious scholarship sometimes requires reference
to work that an author finds abhorrent. We will
not reject an article for publication simply on the
grounds that it contains a reference to an
objectionable source.
An issue of concern in all online journals is
potential volatility of content. Conceivably
articles could be modified after the publication
date because authors changed their minds about
what had been written. Accordingly we wish to
make our policy clear: We reserve the right to
correct minor typographical errors, but we will
not make any substantive alteration to an article
after it “goes to press.”

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.
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Poem of the Quarter

Last Confession
by Bruce Lyon

A

final destination is an anathema to the
seeking soul
Shamballa a firing squad
To the surrendered rebel leader
Eating his last ego meal
On the edge of annihilation
reading his will and last confession
In the winds’ calligraphy
On the desert sands
There is no original sin
Its all derivative
Arising from the illusion
Of existence
I confess I have never really existed
In spite of this persistent illusion
Never having existed
nothing I ever did thought or felt
has left its mark on the
stainless void
When they come for me
Tell them I have already slipped
Back behind the curtain
Of eternal innocence
This is not poison
on my soul’s lips
but the cure

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

I no longer want to be a bodhisattva
Or serve the greater good
These worthy goals seem pretentious now
The predawn dreams of a waking soul
A rock pool’s brief kingdom
In the twelve hours between tides
I would only be that which
I cannot not be
My only purpose to have no purpose
Of my own
Let this individual life be
A small and simple thing
A grain of sand
Shaped by 51000 tides
glinting in the Gobi
Nothing more and nothing less
Than the living face of the universe
Let there be nothing left of me
Capable of trying to achieve anything
However holy
Let me rest
In emptiness
To go forth no more
And by remaining
Permeate it all
Forever
—from Falling Up

7
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The King of Shamballa
By Nicholas Roerich
8
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Quotes of the Quarter

I

t is held by many that the main value of
astrologic law is the knowledge it affords
whereby the chief events of any life may be
known beforehand, if sufficient care is expended
on the necessary calculations and due judgment
displayed.
I am not wholly in agreement with this
contention for, although I must admit the use of
astrology in foretelling the outcome of certain
causes, it is not of vital moment (it seems to me)
that we should attach more importance to the
events than to the causes that led up to those
events.
This consideration, of course, opens up the
whole question of Fate versus Freewill, and it at
once determines the differences between the
“exoteric” and the “esoteric” astrologer. The
former is a confirmed fatalist, who believes
himself forever under the bane of Destiny, with
his whole life mapped out before him—a life
over which he himself has no control whatever.
For the exoteric astrologer, there is no reembodiment of the Soul, no continuity of
existence, no real meaning or purpose in life…
Esoteric astrologers have no such creed. Their
faith is based upon the belief that as a man sows,
so he must reap; their motto is “Know Thyself’”;
and they know that persons may become masters
of their destiny, being themselves in essence
inseparable from the divine Ruler of the
Universe in which they are manifesting. It is
from this latter standpoint that all “directions”
given in this work are made, and its rules are
based upon the idea that “THE STARS
CONDITION, THEY DO NOT COMPEL.”
Alan Leo, The Progressed Horoscope (L.N.
Fowler & Co., 1969, iii)

W

e are, therefore, at a most interesting and
crucial period in racial and planetary
history — a period unlike any that has preceded
it and for the reason that the evolutionary
process has been definitely successful in spite of
all failures, mistakes, and delays. Of these latter
there have been many owing to the refusal…of

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

the Energies, concentrated at Shamballa, to
impose the force of will on matter and on form
until such time as this can be done with the
cooperation of the human family…The Lord of
Shamballa and His Helpers have had to wait
until at least the dim outlines of the Plan had
penetrated through into the consciousness of the
race; this is beginning to happen with increasing
frequency and, from day to day, more and more
intelligent men and women are coming (or are
being brought) into touch with the emerging
ideas of the Hierarchy. We can look, therefore,
for the steady appearance, gradually and
cautiously applied, of the will energy of the
highest center (Shamballa) that is to be found
upon our planet.
Alice A.Bailey, The Destiny of Nations (Lucis
Publishing, 1949, 119-120)

I

t is barely possible that the minds of the
present generations are not quite ripe for the
reception of occult truths. Such will be the
retrospect furnished to the advanced thinkers of
the sixth root race of the history of the
acceptance of esoteric philosophy—fully and
unconditionally. Meanwhile the generations of
our fifth root race will continue to be led away
by prejudice and preconceptions. Occult
sciences will have the finger of scorn pointed at
them from every street corner; and everyone will
seek to ridicule and crush them in the name, and
for the greater glory, of materialism and its socalled science. The Theosophists and occultists
stand arraigned by public opinion, which still
holds high the banner of the sciences…It must
be shown how far their [scientific] achievement
and discoveries in the realm of natural laws are
opposed, not so much to our claims, as to the
facts in nature. The hour has now struck to
ascertain whether the walls of the modern
Jericho are so impregnable that no blast of the
occult trumpet is ever likely to make them
crumble.
Helena Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine
(Theosophical Publishing House, 1888, 229)
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O

ccult science teaches that the frame of mind
in which persons die is of the utmost
importance owing to the abnormal and psychic
state in which they then are. The last thoughts of
dying persons do much to influence their
immediate future. The arrow is ready to fly from
the bow; the bow-string is abreast of the ear, and
the aim will decide the immediate fate of the
arrow. Happy are they for whom “OM” is the
bow, the Self is the arrow, and Brahman—its
aim!” At such a sacred moment, strong spiritual
aspirations (whether natural or induced by the
earnest exhortations of either one who has a true
conviction or, better still, one possessed of the
divine Gnosis) will protect the Soul of those
who are leaving life...At death we shall be
judged by our own Higher Self and, under the
conduct of the agents of the Karmic Law (the
Demiurgos collectively), will have to reincarnate
again into the prison of the body, until the past
evil karma has been exhausted. For until the last
farthing of the karmic debt is exhausted, we can
never be untied from the wheel of “Sansara.”
Helena Blavatsky, Lucifer, Vol. 8, 127-128.

M

agic is a faculty of wonderful virtue, full
of most high mysteries, containing the
most profound contemplation of most secret
things together with the nature, power, quality,
substance, and virtues thereof, as also the
knowledge of whole Nature; and it doth instruct
us concerning the differing and agreement of
things amongst themselves, whence it produceth
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its wonderful effects by uniting the virtues of
things through the application of them one to the
other.
Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa, Three Books of
Occult Philosophy or Magic, trans. James
Freake and Donald Tyson (Llewellyn
Publications, 1993)

W

e give thanks to You! Every Soul and
heart is lifted up to You, undisturbed
name, honored with the name “God” and
praised…[for] kindness and affection and love,
and any teaching there may be that is sweet and
plain, giving us mind, speech, (and) knowledge:
mind, so that we may understand You; speech,
so that we may expound You; knowledge, so
that we may know You. We rejoice, having been
illuminated by Your knowledge. We rejoice
because You have shown us Yourself. We
rejoice because, while we were in (the) body,
You have made us divine through Your
knowledge.
The thanksgiving of the person who attains to
You is one thing: that we know You. We have
known You, intellectual light. Life of life, we
have known You. Womb of every creature, we
have known You…There is one petition that we
ask: we would be preserved in knowledge. And
there is one protection that we desire: that we
not stumble in this kind of life.
The Hermetic Prayer of Thanksgiving, trans. J.
Brashler, 1988.
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The
Hidden History
Of
Humanity
Esoteric Evolution of
Planetary Life,
Vol. 1
By

Phillip Lindsay

“The clearest exposition since Blavatsky of the Rootraces and their
cycles, from the birth of the human soul in ancient Lemuria through
Atlantis to our modern Fifth Rootrace.”
Contains many useful explanatory tables diagrams and timelines
that demonstrate astronomical & astrological bases of the ‘rounds’,
‘yugas’ and other cycles, including scientific correspondences.
There is also an exhaustive esoteric interpretation of Genesis from
the racial and cyclic angle, using the Ten Patriarchs as a key for the
duration and order of the races.
422 pp - ISBN 978-1-876849-06-1.
$55.00 (New 2008)

www.esotericastrologer.org
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Christianity:
The One, the Many
What Christianity
might have been and
could still become

by John F. Nash
Xlibris, 2007

Quest for
the Soul
The Age-Old Search
for Our Inner
Spiritual Nature

by John Nash

The rich history of Christianity
and a bold vision of its future.
"Encyclopedic in its coverage."
“A masterpiece of research, insight and faith."
“A must-read for believers and nonbelievers alike.”
“Now I know there’s a place in Christianity for me.”

Two volume set.
Paperback $39.98, hardback $59.98.

For ordering information see:
www.uriel.com/bookstore.

“A masterpiece that weaves together the history of the soul
through past ages up to the present time… This living
history of the soul creates understanding and meaning of
our purpose in life. Its kaleidoscopic view makes it essential
reading for all students of human evolution. The book is a
classic for all seeking closer relationship with the soul.”

302 pages. Price $18.75
1stBooks Library, 2004.
ISBN: 141403251X
For ordering information see:
www.uriel.com/bookstore.

The Soul
and Its

Destiny
by John Nash
The soul’s sacred journey,
from the teachings of Alice
Bailey, the major
Theosophists, and others.
“For those who aspire to grow in knowledge
on the spiritual path, this is a great gift for the soul’s
journey onward. New insights are greater
understanding of the unity of all, and a desire to
serve others. .. A labor of love.”

320 pages. Price $20.75
AuthorHouse, 2004.
ISBN: 1418402753
For ordering information see:
www.uriel.com/bookstore.
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Esoteric Astrology Commentary

When Heaven and Earth Meet
Saturn—Uranus Opposition 2008 to 2010
Jan Detrich

Abstract

T

his article explores the historical, astrological, and mythological relationship between
Saturn and Uranus in light of a current cycle of
Saturn-Uranus oppositions that continues over
the next eighteen months. It discusses the meaning, nature, and quality of these two planets,
highlighting the opportunities and challenges
specific to this astrological cycle of events
against the backdrop of other planetary placements. The article concludes with some thoughts
about the contemporary significance of this
planetary opposition and about the resolution of
this infamous pair of seeming opposites.

Overview
The Cosmic Magnet shifts many things. The battle between Saturn and Uranus is naturally reflected upon the fires of the Chalice. Therefore,
the pull of the centers is active at present.1

P

owered by the seven rays, the planets are
engaged in an endless cosmic dance, ceaselessly informing and infusing planetary life with
fresh energy and new experiences. We are told
that “nothing can escape these radiatory and
magnetic influences.”2 They are like grand directors, propelling and galvanizing opportunities
and discoveries that fuel our progress.
Relative to the zodiacal signs and the world period in which an opposition between Saturn and
Uranus occurs, change is the undeniable keynote
and evolutionary shifts in consciousness are the
inevitable outcome of this legendary combination. An opposition of Saturn and Uranus takes
place once approximately every 45 years at the
midpoint of a complete Saturn-Uranus cycle.
This marks a turning point comparable to a full

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

moon when the energies are extremely heightened. The current opposition, overarching the
next eighteen months will involve five exact
oppositions that will be defining moments
within this period.
The first exact opposition took place on November 4, 2008 (Election Day in the USA). The
other four direct oppositions will occur on February 5, 2009, September 15, 2009, and April
26, 2010, and will culminate with Saturn in Libra and Uranus in Aries on July 26, 2010.
In recent history, similar Saturn-Uranus oppositions occurred in 1917-1920 and 1964-1967.
During both of these periods, there was dramatic
political, social, and cultural change and transformation.
In 1917, during World War I, Saturn in Leo began a series of oppositions to Uranus in Aquarius. Later in that same cycle, Uranus entered
Pisces and Saturn moved into Virgo, paralleling
the opposition that is currently underway in
these same signs.
The oppositional period of 1917-1920 brought
the Versailles Treaty and the end of World War
I, an international influenza pandemic, the Rus-

About the Author
Jan Detrich has been a student of astrology and the
wisdom teachings for over thirty years. With a background in administration and management, and a
focus on ethical and progressive business and leadership practices, she currently serves as Treasurer of
Changing Focus (a small non-profit organization in
Maryland), is the Executive Director of Life Wisdom
Institute, teaches, and serves as an astrological and
spiritual advisor. She may be contacted at:
janajo9@cs.com
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sian Revolution, the Balfour Declaration proclaiming British support for a Jewish national
home in Palestine, and the founding of the
League of Nations. It culminated with the right
for women to vote being established in many
parts of the world, immediately followed by an
accelerated growth cycle in the world economy
through the 1920s.
During the same period, in 1919 Alice Bailey
was initially contacted by the Tibetan and coauthored their first book, Initiation, Human and
Solar. At the same time another disciple, Paramahansa Yogananda, came to the United
States and founded the Self-Realization Fellowship in an effort to disseminate teachings on ancient Eastern practices of yoga and meditation
worldwide.
The next Saturn-Uranus opposition occurred in
the spring of 1964, with Saturn in Pisces and
Uranus in Virgo. The Sixties saw the rise of a
momentous worldwide group counter-culture
that, like all Saturn-Uranus oppositions, triggered dramatic social, psychological, and political change, totally revolutionizing the culture of
the times. The focus of this movement centered
around reaction to prevailing social norms and
the stasis of the 1950s, political conservatism,
the U.S. government’s military intervention in
Vietnam (which brought anti-war demonstrations), the Civil Rights era, anti-Apartheid, and
an explosion of creativity in the music industry.
Fritjof Capra writes that the 1960s were also
“dominated by an expansion of consciousness in
two directions. One movement, in reaction to the
increasing materialism and secularism of Western society, embraced a new kind of spirituality
akin to the mystical traditions of the East. This
involved an expansion of consciousness toward
experiences involving non-ordinary modes of
awareness, which are traditionally achieved
through meditation but may also occur in various other contexts, and which psychologists at
the time began to call ‘transpersonal.’”3
Uranus represents the first aspect and the revolutionary impulse, while Saturn represents the
third aspect and the conventional order of things.
Over the next eighteen months, this opposition
will undoubtedly strike a blow that will upset the
status quo on Earth, exposing contemporary dis14

parities as well as commonalities between these
two energy fields and presenting golden opportunities for blending and fusing their energies
within a powerfully accelerated growth cycle.
In ancient Greek mythology, Chaos (Space)
reigned over the universe until it divided itself
into the three equal and orderly aspects of earth,
sky, and sea. In due course Gaia, goddess of
earth, emerged and created the world into a
beautiful masterpiece; yet she longed for children to share in the bounty of earth. Her desire
was so great that eventually she magically became pregnant and gave birth to her first son,
Uranus, primordial God and ruler of the sky.
Over time, their union bore twelve offspring—
six sons and six daughters—collectively known
as the Titans, the children of Heaven and Earth.
Fearing the growing power of his children, Uranus imprisoned them all in the womb of Gaia.
She retaliated by conceiving a sickle that their
youngest son, Cronus (Saturn) used to castrate
his father. Uranus then passed into oblivion,
leaving the Titans to rule over Olympus (Earth)
for many ages until Cronus/Saturn and his sister
and wife Rhea dethroned them.
Consequently, although Saturn and Uranus are
related, mythologically they were mortal enemies. In their battle, Cronus/Saturn (time) won
out over Uranus (space), symbolically separating
Earth from Heaven—a division that still exists in
the duality of the collective psyche to this day.
Saturn-Uranus oppositions are critical times of
reckoning when humanity collectively faces the
results of their actions and inactions. Past Saturn-Uranus cycles have coincided with transformational changes in culture, the struggle for
civil and human rights, great scientific discoveries, and the upheavals of labor and economy.
These are times of heightened awareness geared
at reorganizing and repositioning our affairs in
light of new understandings.

Saturn in Virgo
When disciples know Saturn as the God who
offers opportunity and do not only feel Saturn to
be Deity who brings disaster, then they are on
the path of discipleship in truth and in deed and
not just theoretically.4

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.
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A

s the body of expression of the Lord of Active Intelligence, Saturn powerfully expresses the Third Ray, the ray of planet Earth,
and reveals the nature of the third aspect of divinity, which is intelligent substance. Saturn
provides humanity with “a vast field of experiment and experience.”5
As Lord of the material world and supreme
teacher in the fundamentals of the physical
plane, Saturn provides a moral compass, executive organizing ability, and the necessary tools
and discipline to approach the tests and trials of
the mundane world with practicality, responsibility, and hard work. As the most potent of the
four Lords of Karma, Saturn is “the imposer of
retribution and the one who demands full payment of all debts and who therefore condemns
us to the struggle for existence, both from the
form side and from the Soul side.”6
Thus Saturn forces humanity to face the past and
prepare for the future. Saturn closely maintains
earthly checks and balances by seeding conditions for choice that intrinsically foster intelligent creativity and growth. Although quite a
taskmaster, Saturn blesses humanity with a
“tough love” approach that is unyielding, yet
instructive and shielding.
As the esoteric ruler of Capricorn and the hierarchical ruler of Libra, Saturn presides over law
and economy, balancing fiscal inequities and
evening out the playing field for all members of
the human family. Only through the attributes of
Libra—equality, reciprocity, and sharing—can
the divine life be served in its highest expression.
The mission of Virgo is to carry out the work of
nature by tending the forms that first nurture and
then reveal the hidden Soul of all things. Essentially, “Virgo stands for the glorification of the
material world that ultimately gives birth to the
Christ principle.”7
Virgo pertains to health and healing, service and
labor, and the work of purification and integration. The esoteric ruler of Virgo is the Moon,
which highlights Virgo’s special relationship
with Mother Earth. The genius and uniqueness
of Virgo is that it creates form as well as kindling the life within the form, thus nourishing
and energizing two lives simultaneously. Virgo
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

represents a place of quiet warmth where secrets
are discovered and eventually brought to light.
Through Virgoian powers of assimilation, Soul
and body are related and melded together into
one.
Virgo is a complementary earth placement for
Saturn, laying emphasis on being grounded and
practical and getting one’s house in order. Saturn in Virgo is a no-nonsense position that focuses on cleaning up messes, eliminating excess,
and creating greater efficiency. It also invites
deeper integration through a tendency to cohere
and bring various threads and elements together
in a meaningful whole.
Saturn in Virgo also brings a focus on the needs
of the middle class and should foster a deeper
appreciation for the power of working people to
unite and organize around global problems and
challenges. The growing frustrations of the middle class due to job losses, lack of work, poor
work conditions, and the “bulk” workload they
carry for the wealthy few will be more obvious
throughout this period. Saturn in Virgo will adjust inequities in labor; and there will be a rise in
meaningful service opportunities, illuminating a
more wholesome model of global workforce
development and utilization that regards the labor force as a great resource in the work of
global healing, reconstruction, and restoration.
Saturn in Virgo will also serve to uncover and
resolve inequities between “the haves and the
have nots”—a trend that will continue over the
next seven years while Saturn moves through the
three middle signs (Virgo, Libra, and Scorpio)
that preside over the middle class and focus on
the common good. Striking examples of activities of Saturn in Virgo can be seen in the rising
interest in ecology, sustainability, recycling,
conscious living, and green initiatives such as
the new “green collar economy”8 that offers a
single solution to the two major global problems
of environment and labor. At no time in history
have we been more acutely aware of the relationship between our collective actions and inactions and their effects on the environment.
As the esoteric ruler of Virgo, the Moon fosters
attention not only on Mother Earth but on global
family issues such as health, diet, and sanitation.
2008 was the United Nations’ International Year
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of Sanitation. The goal has been to raise global
awareness about the 2.6 billion people without
access to basic sanitation—and to reduce that
number by half by the year 2015. Saturn in
Virgo also focuses on large-scale health issues
such as over-population, AIDs, tuberculosis,
malaria, and starvation; and, conversely, overconsumption problems such as obesity, which is
considered to be the greatest heath issue in the
Western world in the 21st century. 9

Uranus in Pisces
When Uranus draws into coalescence the currents of the subtlest energies, it may be said verily that Uranus confirms all manifested paths
and that its currents impel evolution forward
Thus the currents of the luminaries quicken the
march of events, and the spirit of Our Uranus
accelerates the movement of the chain of evolution. Thus, acute are the angles of correlation.
Powerful are the sun’s rays at a direct angle,
and likewise the attraction of Uranus. A fiery
assimilation then takes place. It is a very serious
time. Uranus is acting! We are preparing that
step.10

A

s the seventh planet from the Sun, Uranus expresses the incoming Seventh Ray
that relates Spirit to matter in a powerful
manner. As a transpersonal planet, Uranus is
naturally group-oriented, group-conscious, and
driven by group purpose. It is one of the three
synthesizing planets, fostering greater inclusiveness and spiritual awareness. As one author suggests, “Uranus is the corrective force of Nature
Herself.”11
Uranus is both awakening and liberating, producing “those new conditions that will help the
Soul of humanity to express itself more freely…
It is the urge to better conditions.”12 As the exoteric ruler of the Aquarian Age, it is enormously
significant and peculiarly active at this time.
Astronomically, the planet Uranus distinctively
rotates on its side, presenting each of its poles to
the Sun at the same time in its irregular orbital
movement. This places one hemisphere in the
light and the other in the dark for long periods
within its 84-year revolution around the Sun,
thereby demonstrating its extraordinarily eccentric and surprising nature. Although often con16

sidered erratic, the purpose of Uranus is to revolutionize and upset the status quo; therefore, it
governs transformational change, reversals, and
those unexpected bolts out-of-the-blue that are
wake-up calls to us.
The effect of Uranus can be exciting and stimulating, yet very destabilizing. As a transmitter of
the First and Seventh Rays, Uranus is a grounding rod, boldly shattering established foundations and imposing a whole new rhythm and order.
The keynotes of Pisces are bondage, renunciation, sacrifice, and surrender. This surrender is
not submission of one’s individual will, but the
surrender of identification with the lesser self
which “arises out of the single ‘will’ expressed
by the unified group field.”13 Pisces signals
completion and the urge toward synthesis and
spiritual understanding. As deep compassion and
sensitivity toward suffering are keynotes of this
sign, it expresses a universal spirit that is forgiving, yet intolerant of slights or harmfulness. It
underscores our humanity and oneness.
We are told that the “highest aspect of Pisces
that humanity can at this time in any way comprehend is that of Mediatorship. This is the energy of mediation, of right relationship,”14 which
is the golden thread that connects and relates the
higher and lower—as symbolized in the Piscean
glyph of two fishes swimming in opposite directions connected by a line.
Uranus entered Pisces in March 2003 where it
will remain until 2010. Uranus in Pisces stirs up
the collective unconscious and brings all that is
dark and hidden into the light. Much like Pandora’s box, it releases pent up evils, ills, and
burdens on the world—yet leaves in place a lifeline that is a strong thread of hope.
This evokes an interesting correspondence. A
common symbol for hope is the rainbow that is
formed by refractions of light (air-Uranus) on
water (Pisces). “In the beautiful Eastern symbology, ‘The Bridge of Sighs’ that links the animal
world with the human world and leads all persons into the vale of tears, of woe, of discipline,
and of loneliness, is rapidly being replaced by
the radiant Rainbow Bridge, constructed by the
persons who seek pure light. ‘They pass across
the bridge into the Light serene that there awaits
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.
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them and bring the radiant light down to the human world, revealing the new kingdom of the
Soul.”15
Pisces rules the “waters of life,” and Uranus in
this sign creates instability, turbulence, and the
perfect storm in which we must learn to “sink or
swim.” We see visible effects of this in violent
waters around the world—tsunamis, earthquakes, floods, and in the abuse of our oceans
and ocean life. And we can see this vividly in
the choppy waters of the astral plane and in the
painful cries of the world’s oppressed and downtrodden.
Uranus in Pisces awakens us to deeper secrets
and mysteries about life. It fosters spiritual exploration and promotes discoveries in new dimensions of inner and outer space that dramatically change our view of the universe and our
relationship with it.
Uranus in Pisces will also advance the work of
planetary redemption. In esoteric psychology we
are told that “the Seventh Ray of Ceremonial
Law and Order works through Uranus, which is
today the transmitter of Sirian force via Pisces to
the Hierarchy. From that ‘middle center,’ it
passes to that sensitive band of disciples, aspirants, and workers to whose hearts and hands is
committed the heavy task, incident to the reorganization and the rebuilding of the shattered
world structure.”16

The Resolution of Saturn in
Virgo Oppose Uranus in Pisces
For some time the [Solar] Logos has turned Its
attention to the Earth Scheme and to Saturn,
whilst Uranus is receiving stimulation. Much is
therefore accentuated, and increased evolutionary development is the consequence of this divine attention.17
Decisive manifestations will occur in the battle
of Uranus with Saturn. Therefore, although
many currents are difficult, they are of much
benefit.18

A

n opposition is an astrological aspect
formed by two planets 180 degrees apart in
opposite signs of the zodiac. As the word opposition conveys, the two planets involved are often antagonistic toward one another, creating
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agitation and resistance. As a relationship aspect, the goal of an opposition is to resolve the
apparent psychological discord between two
planets so that their work can proceed unimpeded.
Effective conflict resolution usually begins with
dialogue and acknowledgement. By airing differing objectives and viewpoints, overlapping
interests and points of commonality begin to
emerge that serve to create lines of interdependence, cooperation, and even agreement.
Under the strain of an opposition, a tug-of-war
can ensue between the two planets involved,
creating even greater tension and polarization
that result in psychological problems of projection and blame, serving to further exacerbate the
problem. It is easy to see and feel the negative
effects of extremely polarizing conditions in hatred, wars, fanatical and extremist groups, political factions, and terrorism in the world; but we
can also see this in our daily lives in simple and
complex ways—in minor irritations, unresolved
conflicts, blame, and unhealthy relationships.
Saturn and Uranus are by nature quite at odds.
Saturn strives to materialize and concretize
form, while Uranus seeks to shatter outworn
forms. Saturn imposes boundaries, while Uranus
is boundless. Saturn is predisposed to conservatism and convention, while Uranus is progressive and revolutionary. Uranus commands
change, and Saturn resists it.
The incongruities and dissimilarities between
these two planets are well known, but what may
not be so apparent are their points of commonality. Especially significant at the moment is the
fact that both Saturn in Virgo and Uranus in Pisces are in mutable signs and therefore are naturally more adaptable and malleable, creating
greater ease, mutual interplay, and interdependence. Further, their mutability fosters an innate
desire for change and greater flexibility that will
prove quite valuable amidst the current cycle.
Both Pisces and Virgo express the Sixth Ray of
Abstract Devotion or Idealism, which is one of
the rays of attribute that is powerfully affecting
the destiny of humanity at this time, fueling desire and the incentive toward spiritual aspiration.
Furthermore, both Pisces and Virgo focus on
service, which will be important in solving the
17
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issues that face humanity at this time. Virgo
highlights social services and the activity of
serving one another; and Pisces involves higher,
united service such as that of the New Group of
World Servers.

for all people of the world. Their united will
echoed in every corner of the Earth and, in the
words of President-elect Obama, “I will never
forget who this victory belongs to. It belongs to
you. It belongs to you.”20

As indicated, Saturn-Uranus oppositions are
This celebratory moment sets the stage for the
critical times of reckoning when we collectively
next exact opposition on February 5, 2009 that
face the results of our actions and inactions.
will be an outgrowth of events that are building
Many identifiable crises are in progress: global
between November and February. There will be
warming, nuclear proliferation, wars, terrorism,
a large conjunction of planets in Aquarius, indiand pandemics—all glaring reminders of where
cating the united will of the people to again be
we are out of alignment and need to face reality.
heard against the backdrop of global conditions
Each crisis will be an opportunity to atone, to
and events. To offset the effects of an unstable
salvage and rebuild in a more genuine way. The
economy and resulting destabilization, the gist
energy of Uranus and Saturn will surely be
of this period will be containment and “damage
needed to tackle the imcontrol.”
mense problems we face.
The oppositional cycle will
Saturn-Uranus opposiBoth the intensity of will,
climax on September 15,
innovative spirit, and briltions are critical times of 2009 at the exact mid-point
liance brought by Uranus
reckoning when human- of the complete Saturnand the practicality, disciUranus cycle that began on
ity collectively faces the
pline, and hard work brought
June 9, 1988. Events in Sepby Saturn are needed in this
results of their actions
tember will be fueled by two
massive undertaking.
and inactions…These are summer eclipses and Pluto
Philosophically, this is a
turning direct just days prior
times of heightened
time of discernment where
to the actual opposition.
awareness geared at rewe will be evaluating inconThere will be multiple, sigsistencies between the aunificant oppositions and
organizing and reposithentic and inauthentic parts
squares at play, indicating
tioning our affairs in
of ourselves and within the
complex challenges, tension
light of new understand- and conflict, and a natural
society in which we live. It
will be a time to dig deep
inclination to project blame.
ings.
and make adjustments in the
Many things will come to
world and in our lives to
light, and it will be an inalign with our core values.
tense time with the possibility of open conflict.
The Sun will be at 22 degrees Virgo conjunct
The five exact oppositions of Saturn and Uranus
Saturn and oppose Uranus. The keyword for this
that are involved create five distinct phases
particular degree is resoluteness so it will be
within the cycle. Generally, major aspects have
important to remain steadfast despite outer
three separate phases so this is not only unique
events.
but significant. The number five corresponds to
the five kingdoms in nature, the five planetary
The fourth opposition will take place on April
centers, the five outer senses, and the fifth plane,
26, 2010. It will be the last opposition in the
or spiritual kingdom. Humanity passes into the
signs of Virgo and Pisces, bringing certain asfifth kingdom through the “transmutation of the
pects of the oppositional impact to closure and
19
discriminative faculty of mind” ; thus, this will
alleviating some of the strain of the previous
be a time for greater discernment.
fifteen months. Having learned important lessons and acted upon our understandings, humanThe first opposition was on Election Day in the
ity will be able to begin to plan for the future
United States on November 4, 2008. By all apwith a more comprehensive point of view.
pearances, this day earmarked a global victory

18
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The fifth and final oppositional impact will occur on July 26, 2010, with Saturn at 0 degrees
Libra and Uranus at 0 degrees Aries, the signs of
their respective Soul rulerships. Zero degrees of
any cardinal sign corresponds to the seasonal
equinox and solstice points that are the natural
vertical and horizontal axes of the zodiacal
wheel and are natural points of renewal and new
beginnings.
2010 will be a harbinger of 2012, the infamous
end of the Mayan calendar. 2012 involves a
close conjunction of the northern hemisphere
Sun at the winter solstice with the crossing point
of the Galactic equator and ecliptic—an event
that will not be repeated for thousands of years.
This entire period will be supported and augmented by other planetary placements. Pluto’s
ingress into Capricorn in late November 2008 is
now shifting the overall emphasis to getting
back to basics, simplicity, frugality, and grassroots efforts that will make a world of difference
in simple but profound ways.
Jupiter will move into Aquarius, its Soul position, in early January 2009, where it will remain
all year. Jupiter is very strong in this position,
encouraging brotherhood and love for humanity
that will magnetically attract better solutions for
the upliftment and good of the whole. Notably,
all three transpersonal planets are in transpersonal signs at this time, vitalizing spiritual
realms and the subtle dimensions of human experience.

Conclusion
Major planetary aspects create broad, sweeping
changes in humanity and the world in which we
live. Focusing on the larger trends and cultivating a wider point of view will serve to orient us
to the overarching evolutionary tide. Remember
that “breadth of vision, inclusiveness of understanding, and a widened horizon are the preliminary essentials to all work under the guidance of
the Hierarchy of adepts.”21
Besides maintaining a spiritual practice, what
else can we do of a practical nature? Attempt to
establish win-win situations. Tune your mediation skills and be a bridging agent of change.
Work cooperatively and co-creatively. Take
stock of your life and “sharpen your sword” with
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

greater simplicity, discipline, and efficiency.
Live more consciously. Take into account that
little things can have an enormous impact on the
planet. Renew and update your relationship with
inner and outer power and authority and take
action in alignment with your core values. Live
leaner, give more, and make better use of your
time. Assume greater responsibility for yourself,
intentionally face your fears, and embrace the
evolutionary changes.
This is a time for innovation and enduring
change, a time to break free of limiting conditions. These are the times we have been waiting
for. This is destiny. Despite the apparent darkness, doom, and gloom, it is the perfect moment:
a time to align ourselves, a time to shift the paradigm. Much like the Sixties, 2008 through 2012
will be a momentous, historical time when humanity will turn the page of history. If we move
forward strategically over the next four years,
we will lay the perfect foundation for what is yet
to come.
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Shamballa Comes Full Circle – Part I:
Brazil and the Sixth Rootrace
Phillip Lindsay

Abstract

T

his two-part article discusses the dawning
of the Sixth Rootrace, its link to the reappearance of Quetzalcoatl, or the Christ, and the
return of Shamballa to its original outpost in the
center of South America. Part One focuses on
Brazil as the leading division of the future Sixth
Rootrace and provides an in-depth discussion of
the role of the Temple of Ibez as the first outpost of the Shamballa Fraternity and its relationship to the ancient Mayans.
“Behind the Portal,
on the other side,
lies that which I call home,
for the circle hath been well-nigh trod,
and the end approacheth the beginning.
I seek the Way.
All ways my feet have trod.
The Way of Fire calls me with fierce appeal.
Naught in me seeks the way of peace;
naught in me yearns for earth.
Let the fire rage, the flames devour;
let all the dross be burnt;
and let me enter through that Gate,
and tread the Way of Fire.”1

Brazil and the Sixth Rootrace

B

razil will function as the leading division of
the great sixth race…Brazil will later represent the best of that which the Latin races have
eventually to give…Brazil (or rather what that
country will then be called…) will represent a
linking interpreting civilization, based on the
unfoldment of the abstract consciousness, which
is a blend of the intellect and the intuition, and
which reveals the wisdom aspect of love in its
beauty.”2
It will be another 25,000 years before the Sixth
Rootrace comes into being.3 Therefore, in this
passage from the Tibetan Master Djwhal Khul,
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“Brazil”’ is used loosely to refer to that area of
land in South America that will eventually be
inhabited by the Sixth Rootrace. It probably incorporates neighboring nations of the country
that we today call Brazil—for instance, Bolivia
and Peru.
Brazil is conditioned at the Soul level by the
Fourth Ray of Harmony through Conflict, the
ray of art and beauty. It is the only nation that
the Tibetan gives as having a Second Ray personality. Both the Second and Fourth Rays are
on the even ray “love line”—as indeed is the
Sixth Rootrace. The Fourth Ray is the major ray
that conditions Humanity and is the linking ray
between the Fourth Ray Soul of the East and the
Fourth Ray personality of the West.
What does it mean to have a Second Ray personality? Is the expression of love immediate
and tangible in the personality? Does it mean
that one has worked in previous incarnations to
“earn” a Second Ray personality? Actually, depending upon the Soul ray, the personality expression is not always easy or obvious to discern. However, anyone who has visited Brazil or
met Brazilian people will attest to their loving
nature; this is the essence of Celtic and Latin
races. The even line of development includes the
passionate and emotional Sixth Ray. In advising
one of his disciples of Latin temperament about
a Second Ray personality, the Tibetan says: “In
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your next incarnation, you should function
through a Second Ray personality…You have,
therefore, to transmute your Sixth Ray devotional and fanatical tendencies into spiritual love
and strength. 4 He later adds: “Only love, consciously, intelligently and deliberately applied,
can make for successful work, both in Europe
and South America—your two recognized fields
of service. Only your Second Ray personality
will have the capacity to reawaken contact with
your students in Spain or hold steady those already working in South America.”5
The strong preponderance of the Latin line is
currently expanding with great rapidity in the
United States, the bridge between the Fifth
Rootrace and the Sixth Rootrace. Currently
about one third of the population of the U.S. is
Spanish speaking.
The Celtic/Latin race is the fourth subrace of the
Fifth Rootrace (5.4) and is very ancient, originating within the first few subraces of the Fifth
Rootrace about 800,000 years ago.6 This fourth
subrace carries within it the vibration of the
Fourth Rootrace (the Atlantean Rootrace), conditioned in its evolution by the Second Ray of
Love-Wisdom and the Sixth Ray of Devotion or
Idealism. The fourth chakra—the heart—was the
highest line of expression and unfoldment for
the spiritually evolved of the time—and still is
in many ways.
The fourth subrace of the Fifth Rootrace carries
with it certain qualities and karma associated
with Atlantis that can only work itself out in a
rootrace on the “even ray” line. Even though
toward the end of this Fifth Rootrace we have

Race
3.3.3
3.3.3
3.4
3.5
3.5
4.1
4.4.4
5.5.5
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seen a recapitulation of both the achievements
and failures of the Atlantean race, there is still
much more to unfold in the Sixth Rootrace.
These are the rays influencing the races: 7
Lemurian Race ............. Rays 1, 7, 5
Atlantean Race ............. Rays 2, 6
Aryan Race .................. Rays 3, 5
Sixth Race.................... Rays 2, 4
Seventh Race................ Rays 1, 7, 2
The goals of the Sixth Rootrace will be the development of the intuition and the expression of
love-wisdom (the heart energy). Appropriately
Brazil is governed by the same rays as the Sixth
Rootrace, so this feminine nation has a major
role to play.
No doubt a major cycle of the Fourth Ray will
span the unfoldment of the Sixth Rootrace. Even
toward the end of the current Fifth Rootrace, the
Fourth Ray is coming into prominence. A Fourth
Ray cycle begins in 2025, paving the way for the
externalization of the Hierarchy, the reappearance of the Christ, and the manifestation of the
Mystery Schools. This cycle will also bring into
being new forms of music and art, expressive of
the new frequencies that Humanity will contact.
Thus the cultural seed of the Fifth Rootrace will
bear fruit in the Rootrace to come.
The Fourth Ray cycle will offset many of the
excesses of the previous cycle of the Fifth Ray
of Science in which the concrete mind has dominated. The table below shows some esoteric time
frames.8 The triple figures refer to the rootrace,
subrace, and branchrace. They are not just arbitrary figures but are deeply philosophical from a
universal septenary viewpoint.

Activity
Lemuria: Human individualization, birth of the human soul
Start of individualization: Hierarchy’s “Great Approach”
“Spiritual Ancestors,” Sons of Fire Mist, “Elohim,” White Island
Sexual separation and anchoring of the manasic impulse
The coming of the Hierarchy & the founding of Shamballa
Physical plane organization & headquarters for the mysteries
Atlantis: Advanced civilization, great war, cataclysms
Aryan: Culmination of mental development; start of new sixth
race. The Fifth Rootrace still has about 427,000 years to complete
its cycle, overlapping the incoming Sixth Rootrace.

Time Period
21,688,414
21,688,414
19,897,835
18,618,850
18,500,000
17,000,000
3,893,000
2,000 -16,000 CE
(in 5th branchrace)
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The Temple of Ibez

R

egarding the founding of the Temple of
Ibez:

This covered a vast period of time, and
though the Brotherhood made its headquarters at Shamballa and directed its activities
from there, it was found necessary during
the first sub-race of the Atlantean Root Race
[4.1] to make certain efforts, if the evolution
of the race was to proceed according to
plan…
It was decided about seventeen million years
ago (the coming of the Hierarchy and the
founding of Shamballa being about eighteen
and a half million years ago) to have on the
dense physical plane an organization and a
headquarters for the mysteries, and to have a
band of Adepts, and Chohans who would
function in dense physical bodies and thus
meet the need of the rapidly awakening humanity.
The first outpost for the Shamballa Fraternity was the original temple of Ibez and it
was located in the center of South America,
and one of its branches at a much later period was to be found in the ancient Maya institutions, and the basic worship of the Sun
as the source of life in the hearts of all men.
A second branch was later established in
Asia, and of this branch the Himalayan and
southern Indian adepts are the representatives, though the work is materially
changed. 9

The “center of South America” falls in Brazil.
Whether this implies that there are various
branches of Shamballa in different physical locations or whether the Shamballa base moves
around according to racial need, is unknown.

The Masters, of course, reside in various locations on the planet and move at will if necessary.
If Shamballa does move according to need, it
stands to reason that, in the Sixth Rootrace, the
location of Shamballa will shift from its current
(etheric) location in the Gobi Desert back to its
original position. In terms of directing energies
and forces, Shamballa would not have to move
physically; the “eye” of Sanat Kumara can see
all.
Nevertheless, the magnetism of the original
Shamballa remains, waiting to be reactivated;
perhaps it is being reactivated already and workers are already in situ, coordinating with the
Shamballa base in the Gobi Desert? It may well
be that, as Humanity reaches its apotheosis in
the Sixth Rootrace, Shamballa comes “full circle.” Those who reach liberation during this period will have completed the journey they set out
upon at the period of Individualization, around
the time of the founding of the original Shamballa. Likewise, those of current humanity who
individualized on the earlier “moon chain” and
who came in later during Atlantean times, will
be part of this process.

The Symbolism of Ibez
bez is literally in the nature of an acrostic10
veiling the true name of the Planetary Logos
of the Earth, one of Whose principles is working
in Sanat Kumara, making Him thus a direct incarnation of the Planetary Logos and an expression of His divine consciousness. These four
letters are the first letters of the real names of the
four Avatars on the four globes of our earth
chain who have embodied four of the divine
principles. The letters I B E Z are not the true
Sensar letters.”11

I

The Seven Chains of the Earth Scheme
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The Seven Globes of the (fourth) Earth Chain
(the middle of the diagram above) have taken
several billion years to elapse; they represent the
first four incarnations of Earth’s Planetary Logos—of which Sanat Kumara is the personality
expression. In the whole series of chains, these
globes represent the 22nd to 25th incarnations.
The numerology of both Ibez and Shamballa
equals 24:
I B E Z
SHAM BAL L A
9+2+5+8 = 24 1+8+1+4+2+1+3+3+1 = 24

were practically altogether astral…It was
necessary in those days to employ methods
more definitely physical than are permissible now, and these methods of physical
stimulation were employed and the laws of
energy as they work through the various
centers were taught until the time came
when another big change was made in the
hierarchical methods, and the door from the
animal kingdom into the human was closed
and the door of initiation was opened…It is
the remnants of the earlier Temple practices
which have come down to us in degraded
phallic teaching, in Tantrik magic and the
practices of Hatha Yogis. 13

“The number 24 is of deep interest, expressing
as it does the double 12—the greater and the
lesser zodiac. Just as the number 6 expresses
space, so the number 24
expresses time, and is the
The Ibezhan adepts had
key to the great cycle of
to deal with a humanity
manifestation. It is the clue
which was in its infancy,
to all cyclic appearance or
incarnation. Its two figures
whose polarization was
define the method of evolumost unstable, and whose
tion; 2 equals the quality of
coordination was very
love-wisdom, working under the Law of Attraction
imperfect. There was
and drawing man from one
very little mentality to be
point of attainment to anfound and men were
other; whilst 4 indicates the
technique of conflict and the
practically altogether asachieving of harmony
tral…It was necessary in
through that conflict.”12

The Tibetan refers to those
Lemurian times when the
polarization of the race was
in the sacral chakra and “sex
magic” was the norm. It may
have been a teaching tool of
the time, but it is redundant
today. Of course, as evolution proceeded with the development of the mental faculty, schisms developed:
“When the Ibezhan adepts
(…under instructions from
Shamballa) began to withdraw into the Temples, to
make the mysteries more
difficult of attainment and to
those days to employ
This “greater and lesser zoagainst abuses and dismethods more definitely work
diac” expresses the greater
tortions,
a number of Their
25,000-year cycle and the
physical.
erstwhile
followers, many of
lesser one-year cycle of the
great
power
and knowledge,
zodiac. Yet the celestial zofought
Them
and thus we
diac also finds its earthly
have
one
of
the
causes
of
the
appearing
of black
reflection through the location of Shamballa in
and white magic, and one of the reasons of the
the Gobi Desert, the so-called “Gobi Zodiac.”
purifying waters of the flood being deemed necessary.”14
The Teachings of Ibez

T

he work of the Guides of the race in those
ancient days was markedly different from
the methods employed now:
The Ibezhan adepts had to deal with a humanity which was in its infancy, whose polarization was most unstable, and whose coordination was very imperfect. There was
very little mentality to be found and men

24

The flood is probably the one that occurred
much later in Atlantean times when “those antediluvian giants, those terrible sorcerers and magicians”15 (as H.P. Blavatsky refers to them) had
reached the height of their powers. A great
cleansing took place, and this flood was the time
of the second “Shamballa impact” in world history. (The first impact was when Shamballa was
established.) More remains to be rectified from
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those early Lemurian times, probably in this approaching cycle, particularly “the work of the
black adepts and the followers of the left hand
path…[as well as] the powerful thought-forms
built up in the early Ibezhan mysteries and
which (particularly in America) are as yet undestroyed. This gigantic ‘Dweller on the Threshold’
of all the true Mysteries has to be slaughtered
before the aspirant can pass on.”16

made to follow the order of evolution of the
Races, from the first to the fifth, our Aryan
Root-race, Europe must be called the fifth
great Continent…There was a time when the
delta of Egypt and Northern Africa belonged
to Europe, before the formation of the Straits
of Gibraltar, and a further upheaval of the
continent, changed entirely the face of the
map of Europe. 19

Whether “America” means North or South
America, or both, is unknown—probably both.
If it refers to the “early Ibhezan mysteries,” that
is when part of the Lemurian continent extended
into parts of what is now called South America;
whilst in the north, Lemuria reached into a large
part of California and extended as far in as Colorado and Wisconsin.

Thus the culture of Europe deriving from Egypt,
and the culture of the Americas deriving from
Guatemala (the main habitation of the Mayans),
have their origins in the Fifth Rootrace—not the
Atlantean race. Yet, although ancient Egypt constituted the second subrace of the Fifth Rootrace
(5.2), it was regarded esoterically as a bridge
between Atlantis and the Fifth Rootrace; likewise, the Mayans also functioned as a bridge.
“The perfect identity of the rites, ceremonies,
traditions, and even the names of the deities,
among the Mexicans and ancient Babylonians
and Egyptians, are a sufficient proof of South
America being peopled by a colony which mysteriously found its way across the Atlantic.
When? At what period? History is silent on that
point; but those who consider that there is no
tradition, sanctified by ages, without a certain
sediment of truth at the bottom of it, believe in
the Atlantis-legend.”20

The Mayans and Ancient
Egyptians

T

he Tibetan says that the ancient Mayan institutions were one of the later branches of
the first outpost of Shamballa.17 Mayan cosmology has been of much interest recently, since the
year 2012 is the end of a cycle in the Mayan calendar. Given the close similarity between the
Mayans and the ancient Egyptians, the Mayans
were most likely part of the second subrace of
the Fifth Rootrace (5.2). Discussing the writings
of Le Plongeon, Blavatsky comments that he
“seems to believe and to seek to prove that the
esoteric learning of the Aryans and the Egyptians was derived from the Mayas. But, although
certainly coeval [of equal age] with Plato’s Atlantis, the Mayas belonged to the Fifth continent,
which was preceded by Atlantis and Lemuria.”18
Exoterically and geographically the “Fifth Continent” is the Americas, but esoterically it is
Europe. Either way, the Mayans are associated
with the Fifth Rootrace in consciousness:
The Fifth Continent was America; but, as it
is situated at the Antipodes, it is Europe and
Asia Minor, almost coeval with it, which are
generally referred to by the Indo-Aryan Occultists as the fifth. If their teaching followed the appearance of the Continents in
their geological and geographical order, then
this classification would have to be altered.
But as the sequence of the Continents is
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The GREAT DRAGON has respect but for
the “SERPENTS” of WISDOM, the Serpents whose holes are now under the
triangular stones,” i.e., “the Pyramids,
at the four corners of the world.”…This
tells us clearly that…the Adepts or
“Wise” men of the three Races (the
Third, Fourth and the Fifth) dwelt in
subterranean habitats, generally under
some kind of pyramidal structure, if not
actually under a pyramid. For such
“pyramids” existed in the four corners
of the world and were never the monopoly of the land of the Pharaohs, though
until found scattered all over the two
Americas, under and over ground, beneath and amidst virgin forests, as in
plain and vale, they were supposed to be
the exclusive property of Egypt.21
The “serpents of wisdom” remind us of
Quetzalcoatl. This period was around
25
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860,000 years ago, at the time of the second
major flooding of Atlantis when the majority
of the “troublesome sorcerers” met their watery fate.

Mayan Origins in Ancient
Southern India

I

f the Mayans have much in common with the
Egyptians, then they must share a common
origin. The Egyptians came from Southern India:22
Under the reign of Viswamitra, first king of
the Dynasty of Soma-Vanga, in consequence
of a battle which lasted five days, ManuVina, heir of the ancient kings, being abandoned by the Brahmans, emigrated with all
his companions, passing through Arya, and
the countries of Barria, till he came to the
shores of Masra [Cairo].” (History of India,
by Collouca-Batta). Unquestionably this
Manu-Vina and Menes, the first Egyptian
King, are identical.
Arya, is Eran (Persia); Barria, is Arabia, and
Masra, was the name of Cairo, which to this
day is called, Masr, Musr, and Misro.
Phœnician history names Maser as one of
the ancestors of Hermes.23
“Egypt herself had, in those unknown ages when
Menes reigned received her laws, her social institutions, her arts and her sciences, from preVedic India.”24 Menes is undoubtedly the Manu
of the second subrace (5.2 Ancient Egypt), and
there is a close connection to India that persists
to this day—as any traveler to both nations will
attest. If the Mayans have a “perfect identity of
the rites, ceremonies, traditions” of Egypt, then
it is further proof that their genesis is in India
(known as “Bharata” in ancient times).
There is definitely an important connection
between the old Vedic people and Mayaancestors. The Mayas are actually referred
to in The Mahabharata (one of the main
Hindu scriptures), as a tribe having left the
Indian subcontinent. There are sources who
have revealed those people to be the same as
the Nagas, one of the oldest Indian tribes recorded. Those Nagas seem to have been a
people, later called Danavas, with a capital
Nagapur. They are referred to in another
26

main Hindu-scripture, the Ramayana, as belonging to a Naga-Maya tribe, who is said to
have transmitted their culture towards Babylonia, Egypt and Greece. 25
Naga is the Sanskrit word for serpent or snake.26
The feathered serpent represents the Mayan God
Kukulcan or Quetzalcoatl, a Christ/Krishna-like
figure. In those days, the ancient serpent religion
referred to the Serpents of Wisdom. The symbol
of Mercury or Hermes is the caduceus: two serpents entwined around a staff.
The four principal groups in ancient India
were the Asuras (Assyrians or Indus Valley
people), Panis (Phoenicians), Yakhus or
Yakshas (subjects of Kubera, god of gold
and treasure a.k.a. Nagas), and Mayas. We
know them today as the Dravidians (Tamils,
Malayalam, etc.)
The non Indus Valley people in ancient days
were exceedingly superstitious and fearful
of the Mayans. The latter were excellent international shippers and traders, builders and
astronomers. Their superstitious enemies
thought their accomplishments had to be
magic and beyond human ability. They were
ultimately driven to Ceylon where they inhabited the province of Maya. Later, they
went to the Americas, having been taken
there by Kubera and his Yakshas.27
“Ceylon” in those ancient times was more than
likely the now-sunken land to the south of India
and connected geographically to the country
called Sri Lanka today. This is the ancient Tamil
country of which today’s Tamil Nadu in India is
but a small remnant.
The skill of the Mayan astronomers is also well
known:
Recent studies suggest a link between Indus
Valley and Mayans of Central America. The
studies focused on the calendars of the two
advanced civilizations. The Indus Valley inhabitants followed a calendar based on the
movements of Jupiter, and the Mayans followed one based on Venus. In the Puranas, a
secondary Hindu scripture, Jupiter, Brihaspati, was acknowledged to be the leader of
the gods, while Venus, Shukra, was the
leader of the asuras. The texts further state
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that the devas and asuras lived on opposite
sides of the Earth. Mexico and India are at
opposite sides in longitude. The correspondences were pointed out by B. G. Siddarth,
director of the B. M. Birla Science Center in
Hyderabad. He also said the Hindu story of
the churning of the ocean has been found in
carvings in Mexico, as well Mayan representations of a tortoise carrying twelve pillars similar to Indian illustrations. Dr. Ganapati Sthapati of Chennai, a foremost expert
on Vastu shatra, the ancient Hindu architecture, has visited the Mayan structures in
Central America and found many similarities between the design and construction
methods of the Mayans and that of the ancient Hindus.28
South of Mexico lies Guatemala, the major center for the Mayans; yet they ventured north and
south, spreading their knowledge widely.

Mayan Language

L

anguage is one of the major keys to determining the movement and migration of
races. Two-thirds of all the aboriginal regional
names of Mexico are either variations of the
name of Lanka or Tamil names of West Indian
regions. This is a major key to the understanding
of their ancient Sri Lankan origins that, with
southern Tamil India, extended much further
south to a land that sank beneath the ocean hundreds of thousands of years ago.
When speaking of their origins, the Mayans (like
the Hopis) had several names for their land: Shilanka (Xilanca)—an ancient name of Ceylon
(Zeilan-Ka) Shikalanka (Xicalanca). In Tamil,
Shikalam.
One of the Mayan heroes was Ishbalanka (Xbalanca) meaning in Tamil, “Shiva of Lanka” who

Yuga
Satya
Treta
Dvapara
Kali

Greek Age
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Iron

was supposed to have made the footprint on top
of Adam’s Peak in Sri Lanka. In modern times,
in line with the prevailing Buddhist culture, it is
known as (Gautama) “Buddha’s footprint.”
Palenque (Palenke), the ancient capital of Guatamala, derives from the Tamil Pal-Lanka,
meaning “Protectorate of Lanka.” Guatemala
may derive from Gautemala, meaning “A Subsidiary Land of Gautama Buddha.”
Ceren was a name of Ceylon. Some Mayan ruins
in El Salvador are called Ceren. Mayon was one
of the names of Ceylon’s cult religions, still existing among a few aboriginals living on the island.

Asuramaya and the Mayans

T

he ancient Hindu and Mayan civilizations
exhibit other interesting convergences.
Hindu records say that a member of a great race
that preceded ours, a highly-developed personage known as Asuramaya, learned all the basic
cosmic cycles and used his knowledge to determine the durations of the various geological and
cyclical periods of human evolution. The chronology and computations of their still-used
Tamil calendar, say the Brahmans, are based
upon the works of Asuramaya and upon carefully maintained collateral zodiacal records.
Their most ancient extant work on astronomy,
the Surya Siddhanta, says that Asuramaya lived
toward the end of the Krita-yuga, a former age
that ended approximately 2,165,000 years before
the present. This would place Asuramaya at
something less than 2.5 million years ago.”29
These figures are commensurate with the esoteric doctrine. Working back from the start of
the Kali Yuga for the Fifth Rootrace (3,102 BC)
yields these figures:

The Four Yugas of the Fifth Rootrace
Dates (2000 CE)
Yuga Duration
1,728,000
3,893,100
1,296,000
2,165,100
864,000
869,000
432,000
3,102 BC
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Personage
Noah (Manu 5.0)30
Asuramaya
Menes (Manu 5.2)
Kali Yuga 5th R.R.
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Note that the Satya or Krita age ends (at
2,165,100 years), about one million years
before the start of the first (Hindu) subrace
of the Fifth Rootrace. The death of Krishna
was supposed to have heralded the Kali
Yuga, and there may well have been a
Krishna (as there have been many Buddhas)
in 3,102 BC. But the Krishna referred to in
The Mahabharata heralded the Kali Age of
the (Fourth) Atlantean race a few million
years ago. The date of 3,102 BC is the start
of Kali Yuga of this, our Fifth (Aryan) Rootrace. This fact has caused confusion
amongst scholars and is partially responsible
for Hindu and Western pundits diminishing
the time-scales of the Hindu scriptures. Regarding Asuramaya, Blavatsky says:
The best and most complete of all such
calendars, at present, as vouched for by
the learned Brahmins of Southern India,
is the already mentioned Tamil calendar
called the “Tirukkanda Panchanga,”
compiled, as we are told, from, and in
full accordance with, secret fragments of
Asuramâya’s data. As Asuramâya is
said to have been the greatest astronomer, so he is whispered to have also
been the most powerful “Sorcerer of the
WHITE ISLAND, which had become
BLACK with sin,” i.e., of the islands of
Atlantis.
The “White Island” is a symbolical
name. Asuramâya is said to have lived
(see the tradition of Jhána-bhaskara) in
Romaka-pura in the West: because the
name is an allusion to the land and cradle of the “Sweat-born” of the Third
Race. That land or continent had disappeared ages before Asuramâya lived,
since he was an Atlantean; but he was a
direct descendant of the Wise Race, the
Race that never dies. Many are the legends concerning this hero, the pupil of
Surya (the Sun-God) himself, as the Indian accounts allege…Asuramâya, “as
great a magician as he was an Astrologer and an Astronomer.”31
The “third race” is, of course, one of the latter subraces of the (third) Lemurian Rootrace, from where the Hindus and Egyptians
28

have their ancient genesis. Due to the deterioration of the Atlanteans, what were once
divine names of the Asuras in that race
gradually became applied to those who had
abused their god-given powers. So eventually “Asura was the generic appellation of
all the Atlanteans who were the enemies of
the spiritual heroes of the Aryans (gods).”32
The word Asura comes from Surya, Sanskrit
for the sun. Asuramaya learned his art from
studying and meditating upon the Sun. In the
Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, it is said that
“through meditation, one-pointedly fixed
upon the sun, will come a consciousness (or
knowledge) of the seven worlds.”33
Maya is illusion, particularly in its densest
manifestation upon the physical plane, the
most powerful domain of the sorcerers of
those days. All these events were occurring
at the time of the gradual emergence of the
Fifth (Aryan) Rootrace, and the conflicts
between the old and new races went on for
some few million years after the original
Mahabharata.
The Lord of the Rings is a story gleaned by
J.R.R. Tolkien from our racial memory and
is probably a fairly accurate account of those
Atlantean days of war, monsters, giants, angels, and magic. The chief sorcerer against
whom Gandalf (the White) fights is Saruman, whose name is virtually an anagram of
Asuramaya. The Hobbits are, of course,
Humanity; and perhaps their six toes on either foot represent the coming Sixth Rootrace!
In the emerging new race, Asuramaya had
his counterpart (and mentor) in Narada or
“Pesh-Hun,” the old Vedic Rishi from whom
he learned all, a highly elevated Mercurial
type:
In Hindu Esotericism, Narada—who is
called in Cis-Himalayan Occultism
Pesh-Hun, the “Messenger,”…is the sole
confidant and the executor of the universal decrees of Karma…who leads and
guides human affairs from the beginning
to the end of the Kalpa.
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“Pesh-Hun”…is the mysterious guiding
intelligent power, which gives the impulse to, and regulates the impetus of
cycles, Kalpas and universal events. He
is Karma’s visible adjuster on a general scale…Narada…surpasses Garga’s
Guru in his knowledge of cyclic intricacies. It is he who has charge of our progress and national weal or woe. It is he
who brings on wars and puts an end to
them. In the old Stanzas Pesh-Hun is
credited with having calculated and recorded all the astronomical and cosmic
cycles to come, and with having taught
the Science to the first gazers at the
starry vault. And it is Asuramâya, who is
said to have based all his astronomical
works upon those records, to have determined the duration of all the past geological and cosmical periods, and the
length of the all the cycles to come, till
the end of this life-cycle, or the end of
the seventh Race. 34
One of Narada’s names is “The Messenger,”
recalling Mercury, Hermes, or the Egyptian
Thoth. 35
[To be continued in Part II.]
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How Disciples Can Prepare for Transition
Dorothy I. Riddle

Abstract

T

he esoteric literature provides us with ample
information on death as a transition from
one state of consciousness to another, or from
one incarnation to another, as well as what needs
to happen at the time of transition. However,
there is very little attention given to the preparatory period for disciples—i.e., what is it that we
are to do in the five to thirty years prior to transition. This article identifies the skills that we
need to develop for the transition and describes
the focus of two stages of work for disciples after the age of 65—the Transitional Phase and the
Final Phase.

Preparing to Die Well

D

ying is a process with which we have a lot
of experience: “Death, if we could but realize it, is one of our most practiced activities. We
have died many times and shall die again and
again. Death is essentially a matter of consciousness. We are conscious one moment on
the physical plane, and a moment later we have
withdrawn onto another plane and are actively
conscious there.”1 However, most of us do not
remember this process from one life to another.
In fact, if we view physical death as the ending
of consciousness rather than as simply a transition to another state of consciousness, then our
focus is usually on avoiding it as long as possible rather than on deliberately preparing for its
occurrence in the fullness of time.
Many of the world’s religions, though, promulgate a belief in the continuity of consciousness,
or rebirth. We are told by the Tibetan specifically that “death releases the individualized life
into a less cramped and confined existence, and
eventually—when the death process has been
applied to all the three vehicles in the three
worlds—into the life of universality.”2 He goes
on to say, “Can you picture the time when the
process of death, clearly recognized and welcomed by the person, could be described in the
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

simple phrase, ‘The time has come when my
Soul’s attractive force requires that I relinquish
and restore my body to the place from whence it
came’? Imagine the change in the human consciousness when death comes to be regarded as
an act of simple and conscious relinquishing of
form.”3
If we accept that we incarnate time after time in
order to learn about being a unique individual on
this physical plane while remaining part of the
One Life, it is reasonable to assume that there is
work that we can and should undertake as disciples prior to death in order to maximize the
learning benefits to the One Soul of our life experiences. By analogy, if we know that we are
moving to a new job or a new location, we typically take time to plan and prepare; we don’t
simply drop everything and walk out the door
leaving things in chaos behind us. So what comprises our spiritual planning and preparation
process for the transition of death? And what
precisely is it that we are preparing for?
What we are preparing for is the decision that
the Soul takes as an expression of the Will-toBe, operating under the Law of Attraction that
oversees the process of physical incarnation and
subsequent withdrawal or re-absorption back
into the discarnate One Life. “The Soul will
know that Its term of physical life is over and
will prepare Itself to withdraw, in full consciousness, from the form. It will know that the
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service of the form is no longer required and that
it must be discarded. It will know that Its sense
of awareness, being focused in the mind nature,
is strong enough and vital enough to carry It
through the process and the episode of abstraction.”4 That decision by the Soul, we are told, is
taken as a matter of free will, whether consciously or unconsciously. 5
The timing of our death (assuming that it is not
precipitated unnaturally) depends upon two factors:

It is worth remembering, is it not, that it is in
the deliberate issuing of the command by the
Soul upon Its own plane to its shadow in the
three worlds that the Soul learns to express
the first and highest aspect of divinity, and
this at first, and for a very long time, solely
through the process of death.”7
Sometimes completion of both factors occurs
simultaneously, and we are able to choose what
appears to others to be a sudden death. Or we
may appear to linger because either we are spiritually ready but the body has not yet completed
its physical shut down, or the body is ready but
we still have spiritual work to do.

1. The physical shutdown of the body, which
ends when all systems cease to function and
consists of an orderly series of physical
changes under the Law of Attraction. “The
The Stages of Later Life
Law of Attraction governs the process of dyübler-Ross8 was pivotal during 1960s in
ing, as it governs all else in manifestation. It
focusing attention in the West on the procis the principle of coherency that, under the
ess of dying as experienced by the average perbalanced integration of the whole body, preserves it intact, stabilizes its rhythm and cyson who is fearful of death. Her work on describing five stages from denial to acceptance
clic life processes, and relates its varied
has been instrumental not
parts to each other. It is
The Soul will know that its only in changing public
the major coordinating
principle within all
term of physical life is over attitudes but also in developing new movements
forms, for it is the priand will prepare Itself to
such as hospice, the
mary expression (within
teaching of palliative care
the Soul) of the first aswithdraw, in full conin medical schools, and
pect of divinity, the Will
sciousness,
from
the
form.
the launching of legislaaspect…It is also the
that
the
service
It
will
know
medium through which
tion on the right to die.
‘restitution’ is brought
of the form is no longer re- Other authors since then
made similar contriabout and by which the
quired and that it must be have
butions to public thinking
human soul is periodidiscarded. It will know that about end-of-life issues,
cally reabsorbed into the
overshadowing Soul.”6
Its sense of awareness, be- including Ram Das, Joan
Halifax, Steve Levine,
2. The release of the Soul
ing focused in the mind na- Sogyal Rinpoche, Ken
from physical plane atture, is strong enough and Wilber, and a number of
tachment, which occurs
humanistic and transpervital enough to carry It
when the Soul has comsonal psychologists.
pleted Its work in this
through the process and
For those of us with an
incarnation. “It is that
the episode of abstraction. interest or belief in contiindividualized soul, in
nuity of consciousness,
process of reabsorption,
the introduction to the West of The Tibetan Book
that institutes and orders, by an act of the
of the Dead9and its immense popularity in the
spiritual will, that restitution… Thus the will
1960s provided important insights into the inaspect comes increasingly into play until,
upon the Path of Discipleship, spiritual determediate state between death and rebirth. As a
result of this interest, over the years there has
termination is brought to its highest point of
been a growing formal focus in the West on the
development and, upon the Path of Initiation, the will begins to function consciously.
process of conscious dying, including the train-
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ing of “transition guides,”10 certificate programs
in conscious living and dying,11 a growing number of retreat centers for the spiritual preparation
of those about to die, and the establishment of an
International Association of Conscious Dying.12
The Tibetan Buddhist tradition in particular
(upon which the Bailey books and The Secret
Doctrine are based) provides advanced meditative techniques on skills needed in conscious
dying, such as the elimination of attachments
and the absorption process.13
But much of the material on dying either focuses
on the time period when we are acutely aware
that death is imminent (e.g., after having received a diagnosis of terminal illness) or speaks
in generalities of discipleship as “living in the
presence of death.” Neither is helpful in preparing over the years in a systematic manner for
being able to make that conscious, constructive,
and timely choice to die at the optimal moment
of the Soul’s choosing. Outside of monastic traditions, we have few guideposts for planning
and managing the longer-term work that we
need to do in the final third of our lives, preparatory to the release of the Soul.
The Hindu tradition is one of the very few that
describes specific stages of later adult life from a
spiritual perspective, and its last two stages of
adult life cover the period from 50 years of age
onward. Vānaprastha, the retirement stage (ages
50 to 74), involves a gradual detachment from
the material world, including turning over duties
to one’s children and spending more time in religious practices, in order to transition from material to spiritual life. Sannyāsa, the period after
74 years of age, marks a renouncing of all
worldly attachments and focusing entirely on
spiritual contemplation. While not all Hindus are
expected to follow this sequence (especially
women), the teachings do provide articulated
support for a clear transition in focus from material to spiritual.
In the West, the work of Erikson on stages of
psychosocial development stands out because it
includes a stage called “late adulthood” that begins at the age of 65.14 According to Erikson, the
transition from middle adulthood to late adulthood shifts one’s focus to the psychosocial crisis
of ego (meaning “personality”) integrity versus
despair. The challenge in this final stage is
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

framed as gaining a sense of fulfillment about
one’s life. There is, however, no clear link to
spiritual work or to any anticipation of a shift in
focus from material to spiritual.
It is striking in the West that much of the public
attention on the latter part of life is focused in
the material world. Retirement (typically at 65)
is described in hedonistic terms as now giving
the retiree time to play and travel. Any planning
towards death is typically framed as estate planning regarding material assets. Elder care focuses on the special needs and requirements of a
physical body that is aging and on combating
physical isolation with socialization opportunities. Nowhere in this scenario is there any mention of support for inner spiritual work during
these transitional years.
For purposes of discussion, let us assume that,
after the age of 65, we have at least two more
stages of spiritual development prior to death:
the Transitional Stage and the Final Stage. Let
us further assume that, as disciples, we typically
remain engaged with personal family and
friends, our communities, and the world for
which we provide service, rather than retreating
to an ashram or cave. How then might we conceptualize our spiritual work for these stages?

The Focus of the Transitional
Stage

I

f we think about our spiritual training and development as skill acquisition (e.g., alignment, meditation, personality integration, the
building of the Antahkarana, etc.), we know that
any skill requires more than intellectual awareness. It also requires practice (for skill consolidation) and application. You don’t just learn
about it, or even learn it, and then move on if
you wish that skill to be meaningful in your life.
Why should it be any different in our spiritual
life?
The Tibetan does give us some clues that we
have specific work to do in our later years: “The
reasons why disciples must at least endeavor not
to relax unduly and should push on in spite of
fatigue (the fatigue of years of living), in spite of
the increasing ‘creaking’ of the human apparatus
and the inevitable tendency [to rest on one’s laurels] that comes from constant service and con-
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stant contact with others, might be enumerated
as follows:
1. Disciples must endeavor to carry the rhythm
of service and of fruitful living with them
when—free of the physical body—they
stand upon the other side of the veil. There
must be no gap in that service.

2. Learn to render heart service and not an
emotional insistence on activity directed towards handling the affairs of others. This involves, prior to all such activity, the answering of two questions: Am I rendering this
service to an individual as an individual, or
am I rendering it as a member of a group to
a group? Is my motive an Egoic impulse, or
am I prompted by emotion, ambition to
shine, and love of being loved or admired?…

2. Disciples must endeavor, as far as in them
lies, to preserve the continuity of their consciousness as working disciples and should
allow no gap to emerge between their present point of tension
and that point of tenIf we know that we are
sion that supervenes afmoving to a new job or a
ter the death experience.
new location, we typically

3. Learn, as you go to sleep,
to withdraw the consciousness to the head.
This should be practiced
as a definite exercise as
one falls to sleep. One
should not permit oneself
to drift off to sleep, but
should endeavor to preserve the consciousness
intact until there is a conscious passing out onto
the astral plane…[and]
facility in the work of abstraction is achieved.

3. Disciples must entake time to plan and
deavor to close the epiprepare; we don’t simply
sode of this life experidrop everything and walk
ence so that it is apparent that they are memout the door leaving
bers of an Ashram;
things in chaos behind us.
they must permit no
So what comprises our
break in the established
relationship, or any
spiritual planning and
cessation to the flow of
4. Record and watch all
preparation process for
ashramic life through
phenomena connected
them to the human
the transition of death?
with the withdrawing
world. This activity, on
process, whether folaccount of the natural
lowed in the meditation work or in going to
and normal deterioration of the physical vesleep…
hicle as it grows older, is not so easy a task;
it requires a definite concentration of effort,
The carrying on of this practice and the followthus increasing the tension in which disciing of these four rules over a period of years will
ples ever live.”15
do much to facilitate the technique of the death
bed, for persons who have learned to handle
In addition, the Tibetan provides a little guidtheir bodies as they fall asleep have an advanance as to the practices that might be helpful in
tage over persons who never pay any attention to
preparation: “It might well be asked if it is posthe process.”16
sible to give a simple set of rules that could be
followed now by all who seek to establish such a
As we review the teachings that we have availrhythm that life itself is not only organized and
able to us, we can identify a number of skills
constructive but, when the moment for vacating
that are relevant to the transition of death. Some
the outer sheath arrives, there will be no problem
of these—such as forgiveness—are foreshadnor difficulty. I will, therefore, give you four
owed in writings that we have about the process
simple rules that link up with much that all stuof dying. Others such as harmlessness—are esodents are now doing:
teric concepts that have particular relevance in
our preparatory activities: “Harmlessness…is
1. Learn to keep focused in the head through
the scientific method, par excellence and esovisualization and meditation and through the
terically speaking, of cleaning house and of puristeady practice of concentration…
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fying the centers. Its practice clears the clogged
channels and permits the entrance of the higher
energies.”17

tations stems from whether or not we as disciples have completed the Antahkarana and so
could be expected to work actively with spiritual
will energy. “The processes of abstraction
are…set in motion by an act of the spiritual
will…Destruction, death, and dissolution are, in
reality, naught but life processes. Abstraction is
indicative of process, progress, and development. It is this aspect of the Law of Life (or the
Law of Synthesis as it is called in certain larger
connotations) with which the Initiate specifically
deals.”18 Another difference in process between
disciples and Initiates is that, as the moment of
death draws near, disciples often have a mental
conflict between “the will-to-serve and the determination to fulfill a particular aspect of the
Plan, and the will-to-return in full force to the
ashramic center. Where Initiates are concerned,
there is no conflict, but simply a conscious and
deliberate withdrawal.”19

The Transitional Stage, lasting from around age
65 through at least age 80, can be defined as the
time during which, having been relieved in large
part from the necessity to earn a living, we are
able to engage more deeply in spiritual study.
This stage represents both increasingly active
external service and a strengthening of the reflective spirit that characterizes an ongoing
meditation practice. While our concrete mind
continues to be active and focused, we may begin to exercise more discrimination in what we
read or watch and in the persons with whom we
spend time.
This is also the time when we need to do some
stocktaking to determine what additional preparatory work may be necessary. Expectations
of how we manage the transition and what we
accomplish will naturally vary according to our
own progress through the initiatory sequence;
for example, expectations would be different for
an Initiate completing the Fourth Initiation as
compared with a disciple working on the Second
Initiation. One of the main differences in expec-

Table 1 lists some of the key skills relevant to
this transition process, many or all of which we
will already be familiar with from our esoteric
work in this life time. As part of our preparatory
process, we may want to identify which skills
we will need at our initiatory level (as indicated

Table 1: Skills for the Transition Known as Death
Relevant Skill
Emotional control:
Detachment
Forgiveness
Harmlessness
Banishing fear and worry
Mental discipline:
Alignment
Concentration
Contemplation
Focusing in the head
Holding steady in the light
Working with energy:
Control of the breath
Holding/ resolving points of tension
Holding/resolving points of decision
Working with energy threads
Directed use of the spiritual will
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by a tick mark in that column in Table 1). For
each of those skills, we will want to determine if
we (a) understand the skill itself, (b) are competent in the skill, and (c) know when to use the
skill in relation to the dying process. The Transitional Phase gives us time to address any deficiencies we may identify.
Along with this stocktaking, we need to reflect
on the cycle of work in which we are involved.
Is there more that we need to do? Is our portion
of the work already completed? Is it time for us
to shift into the position of advisor to a younger
generation of disciples who will carry on the
work?

The Focus of the Final Stage

A

t some point in the five years before our
actual time of death, we shift into the Final
Stage. This stage can be particularly challenging
both for disciples who continue to live in the
midst of their families and neighborhoods
(rather than in religious communities) and for
those residing in some form of elder care.
From an esoteric perspective, we shift our focus
from active study and service to an internal
process of integrating all we have learned in our
individual existences so that it can be used by
the One Soul. We engage in an internal process
of assessment and evaluation in order to determine our next steps in the cycle of rebirth after
we have completed the transition. Much of this
work goes on in the higher, abstract mind or on
the buddhic plane and hence out of the awareness of our concrete mind. In fact, our responsibility is to remain focused in Soul awareness as
much as possible in order to facilitate these
processes, which may result in our appearing to
others to be “doing nothing.”
Meanwhile, the earliest components of the shutting down of the physical body will have begun.
Gradually we begin to lose the facility of various
bodily functions. The one that becomes most
apparent, and most distressing, is the loss of
functioning in the concrete mind. One can think
of it as the concrete mind having developed
some “slippage” after years of work—some routine functions continue without disruption while
others (like short term memory) become very
36

unreliable. Since the concrete mind is the overall
manager of the physical body, we may become
anxious and agitated as we notice these managerial abilities slipping.
The optimal scenario for us at this time of life is
to have help in caring for our physical body so
that the concrete mind does not become agitated,
while also being allowed long periods of solitude for the internal work in which we are engaged. Unfortunately, loving families and social
service agencies may worry that we are “withdrawing” and so make well-intentioned attempts
at engaging us in socialization activities that distract us from our internal work. It is also possible that medical care providers, again with good
intentions, may place us on medications that interfere with our ability to focus consciously at
the Soul level.
Our responsibility during this stage is to prepare
as thoroughly as possible for the dynamic of the
Law of Attraction as it finally “brings about the
imbalance that results in the act of disintegration, thus overcoming form—as far as the human being is concerned—and brings this about
in three phases to which we have given the
names:
1. Restitution, resulting in the dissolution of
the body and the return of its elements, atoms, and cells to their originating source.
2. Elimination, involving the same basic process in relation to the forces that have constituted the astral body and the mental vehicle.
3. Absorption [or Integration], the mode
whereby the human soul is integrated into its
originating source, the overshadowing, universal Soul.”20

Creating an Advance Directive
for Our Final Transition

A

s trained disciples, we need to be responsive to the timing chosen by the Soul to
make our actual transition. For those of us living
outside of religious communities or retreats, this
means that we will need the cooperation of those
around us to allow us the freedom to transition
in a timely manner. There are three things that
we can do in anticipation of this event:
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1. Make sure that all of our material affairs are
in order so that the concrete mind has nothing about which to worry.

chanting? Do we want a particular type
of music playing?
c. Olfactory environment: Do we want incense burning? Do we want an odor-free
environment?
d. Sensory environment: Do we want to be
touched or not? If touched, do we want
physical touch or only a touching of the
energy field?
e. Energetic environment: Are there particular people who we do or don’t want
present with us? Are there particular
people in our subjective spiritual community who we wish informed?

2. Say a preliminary goodbye to those close to
us in anticipation of the final farewell, in order to help them let us go.
3. Outline specific requests (an Advance Directive) about how we wish to spend our final hours or days.
With regard to the third point, there are now a
number of options for formally stating final
wishes beyond the disposition of one’s physical
body and material assets21 and even for legally
registering Living Wills or Advance Directives
so that they are immediately available when
needed. 22 It is becoming more usual for the contents of an Advance Directive to include spiritually-related issues, rather than only the more
common themes of palliative care. This trend
provides us with an opportunity to think through
and stipulate the type of support we wish to have
at our final transition. Such an Advance Directive needs to address both the process of physical shut-down and the process of Soul detachment. Here are some issues to consider for inclusion in a document like Five Wishes:
1. Facilitating Physical Shutdown
a. Hydration: Do we wish to receive hydration if it means prolonging physical
survival past the time when the Soul is
prepared to detach?
b. Sustenance: At what point do we wish to
stop food intake?
c. Medical assistance: Under what conditions do we want medication? Do we
want pain alleviation if it means a lack
of meditative clarity? Under what conditions should any life support be removed?
2. Facilitating Soul Release
a. Visual environment: Are there particular
images or colors with which we want to
be surrounded? Do we want to be looking at a particular view?
b. Auditory environment: Do we want silence? Do we want a particular form of
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While we will have subjective ashramic support
through this final transition, typically we are
physically distant from other disciples at a similar stage of life. It is likely that we no longer
travel to group meetings or conferences. We
may find it difficult to read group letters or
meditation materials. So it is critical that, during
the Transitional Stage, we make specific provisions for how we wish to manage the Final Stage
and do our best to inform both ourselves and
others about the process in which we are likely
to engage. That way those closest to us can help
ensure that we have both physical support and
time for internal integrative spiritual work.
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Hermeticism: Rise and Fall of an Esoteric System:
Part I
John F. Nash

Summary

W

hat we now know as Hermeticism was
born when texts appeared, early in the
Common Era, believed to contain revelation
from the god Thoth/Hermes/Mercury and
teachings of the ancient Egyptian priesthood.
Taking an historical approach, this article explores the growing interest in Hermeticism in
the Middle Ages and even greater interest during the Renaissance. The Hermetic texts were
thought to prophesy the coming of Christ—or
possibly the renewal of Christianity by the incorporation of elements of Egyptian religion.
For several centuries Hermeticism—with a
strong basis in talismanic magic and significant emphasis on astrology and alchemy—was
the dominant system of esotericism in Christian Europe.
Part I explores the evolution of Hermeticism
from its origins in antiquity through its “golden
age,” which came to a close with the execution
of Giordano Bruno in 1600. Part II, which will
appear in the next issue, continues the story by
examining specific applications of Hermeticism, its decline in the mid-17th century, and
the revival of interest in modern times.

The Hermetic Texts

pilgrimages to Egypt, and sometimes to other
parts of the Middle East, to savor ancient wisdom and religious rituals.
Apocalyptic and “Wisdom” literature emerged
in Hellenic Judaism and was incorporated into
the Greek Septuagint—though not in the Hebrew Bible approved by the Sanhedrin. The
Books of Enoch supposedly described mystical
experiences of the biblical prophet Enoch, son
of Jared and great-grandfather of Noah.1 Kabbalistic texts were believed to preserve oral
teachings from Moses or even Abraham.2 The
Sibylline Oracles presented a mixture of classical mythology and Judeo-Christian sacred
stories. The Chaldean Oracles claimed to present the teachings of Zoroaster. Finally, and of
concern to us here, the so-called Hermetic
texts professed to communicate the secret wisdom of the ancient Egyptian priesthood.
That wisdom was attributed to the Egyptian
god Thoth. Depicted in art as a man with the
head of an ibis, he was the scribe of the gods,
his long beak suggestive of a quill. Thoth allegedly gave his countrymen their laws and
bestowed on humanity the gifts of language
and writing. Writing clearly brought great
benefits, but it was not universally welcomed.
King Thamus complained to the god: “[T]his
discovery of yours will create forgetfulness in

D

uring the period from about 200 BCE to
300 CE, esoteric texts attracted attention
in the Greco-Roman world. They found fertile
ground in the cultural environment of late Platonism, which had already taken on a religiomystical dimension that would play out over
time in the Essene and rabbinic schools of Judaism; in pagan and Christian Gnosticism; and,
by the end of the period, in Neoplatonism. Exotic ideas, beliefs, and religious practices were
valued by the intelligentsia of the Roman Empire. Well-to-do Greeks and Romans made
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.
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the learners’ souls, because they will not use
their memories.”3 Then, in ancient Greece, the
Olympian god Hermes, son of Zeus, became
identified with Thoth. Upon the Hellenic conquest of Egypt, in the fourth century BCE, the
Egyptian Thoth became Hermes. Eventually
the Romans identified their messenger-god
Mercury with Thoth/Hermes, and the three
gods were conflated into a single multicultural
deity.
Most important of the Hermetic texts were the
Corpus Hermeticum and a companion book,
the Asclepius. Less well-known was The Definitions of Hermes Trismegistus to Asclepius.
Authorship of all three was credited to “Hermes Trismegistus” (“Thrice-Great Hermes”).
Much of the material was formatted as teacherdisciple dialog, typically between Hermes and
his favored disciple Asclepius or his son Tat.
Hermes Trismegistus was held in high regard;
for instance, one student proclaimed:
“[E]verything is possible to you as master of
the universe.”4 For more than 1,500 years,
Hermes was assumed to be the god
Thoth/Hermes/Mercury or at least his incarnation in human form. Some accounts assert that
Hermes was Moses’ teacher, or even Abraham’s, while others suggest that he lived at the
time of Noah or Zoroaster. There may have
been more than one Hermes. The Asclepius
mentions a grandfather and grandson, both sonamed, and asserts that the texts were written
by the grandson.5 Perhaps there was a triplicity
of Hermeses, providing one explanation of
“Trismegistus.”6 Asclepius has sometimes
been identified with the Egyptian Imhotep.7
The classical Hermetic texts purported to reveal new details of Egyptian religion. However, none was written in hieroglyphic, hieratic, or even demotic script. The Corpus Hermeticum was written in Greek. Only a Latin
translation and an abbreviated Coptic translation of the Asclepius survived, though the
original version was also believed to have been
in Greek. The Definitions of Hermes was preserved in Coptic and Armenian manuscripts.
Another important text was the Emerald Tablet, believed to have been inscribed on “emerald” by Hermes himself.8 According to legend, Alexander the Great discovered the tablet
40

in the Great Pyramid of Gizeh, supposedly
Hermes’ tomb. But the earliest verifiable version, which dates from the eighth century, is
on paper—in an Arabic work by the Islamic
alchemist Jabir ibn Hayyan. The text is short
and cryptic:
It is true without lying, certain and most
true. That which is Below is like that
which is Above, and that which is Above
is like that which is Below to do the miracles of the Only Thing. And as all things
have been and arose from One by the mediation of One, so all things have their
birth from this One Thing by adaptation.
The Sun is its father; the Moon its mother;
the Wind hath carried it in its belly; the
Earth is its nurse. The father of all perfection in the whole world is here. Its force or
power is entire if it be converted into
Earth. Separate the Earth from the Fire, the
subtle from the gross, sweetly with great
industry. It ascends from the Earth to the
Heavens and again it descends to the Earth
and receives the force of things superior
and inferior. By this means you shall have
the glory of the whole world and thereby
all obscurity shall fly from you. Its force is
above all force, for it vanquishes every
subtle thing and penetrates every solid
thing. So was the world created. From this
are and do come admirable adaptations,
whereof the process is here in this. Hence
am I called Hermes Trismegistus, having
the three parts of the philosophy of the
whole world. That which I have said of the
operation of the Sun is accomplished and
ended.9
The famous second sentence: “That which is
below…” is usually abbreviated to “As above,
so below.”
The Picatrix was also written in Arabic. Its
original Arabic title could be interpreted as
“Goal of The Wise.” Dated from around 1000
CE, the Picatrix took the form of a handbook,
or grimoire, of talismanic magic. The existence of Arabic Hermetic texts draws attention
to the penetration of Hermetism into Middle
Eastern as well as European cultures. In particular, the Sabians—whose descendents may
be the modern Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran—
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009
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are believed to have embraced beliefs similar
to western Hermetism.
An issue of terminology needs to be addressed
at this point. Distinctions customarily are made
between the Hermetism of late antiquity and
the Hermeticism of the Middle Ages and beyond. The former term refers to teachings
based on the Corpus Hermeticum, the Asclepius, and The Definitions of Hermes, as they
were understood in the Greco-Roman world.
Hermeticism refers to the much broader teachings that reflected medieval additions to the
literature—a category that would include the
Picatrix and possibly the Emerald Tablet—and
the incorporation of concepts and practices
from other traditions. For example, it would be
accurate to speak of “Renaissance Hermeticism” or “Christian Hermeticism” but inaccurate to speak of “Renaissance Hermetism” or
“Christian Hermetism.” Corresponding to
Hermetism and Hermeticism are Hermetist and
Hermeticist, referring to individuals who study
and/or practice the respective disciplines.

Classical Hermetic Teachings

T

he literature of classical Hermetism offered a blend of philosophy, magic, and
astrology; it also included some prayers and
prophecies. These last, which became of interest to Christian apologists, will be discussed in
due course. Magic was the most conspicuous
feature in the texts, and considerable attention
was paid to human potential.

In the Asclepius, Hermes made the bold statement: “Man is a great miracle, a being adored
and honored.”10 Man is partly mortal and
partly immortal, occupying a position intermediate between God and nature. By raising his
consciousness, man “passes into the nature of
God as though he were God… [H]e is in the
fortunate middle position: he loves those
things that are below him and is beloved of the
beings above.”11 The Definitions of Hermes
described three levels in the human constitution: body, soul, and Nous (Greek: “Mind”).
“Nous,” it explained, “is the maker of soul, and
soul the maker of the body.”12 Moreover, “The
body increases and reaches perfection…
Every man has a body and a soul, but not every
soul has Nous.”13 Nous spans the divide beCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

tween God and his creation. People with the
proper disposition and who committed to the
proper training could acquire Nous and become effective magi. They could also achieve
gnosis, or enlightenment.
Hermetism “saw the entire Cosmos as one
great, interconnected Being, a system based on
intricate harmony, sympathy, and correspondence, both spiritual and material.”14 The
teachings affirmed the divine nature of the
planets and fixed stars and their influence on
human affairs. The zodiac, the backdrop for
both the planets and the stellar constellations,
was divided not only into the familiar 12 signs
but into 36 decans, each of 10° of arc. Every
decan was the domain of a powerful spirit,
some of which were benevolent and others
malevolent. As the vault of the heavens rotated
during the 12-hour day, and during the solar
year, each resident spirit held sway in turn.
The planetary deities exerted influence as the
planets moved in relation to the zodiac. In contrast to the malevolent disposition of some decan spirits, all seven planetary deities—or
“governors”—were benevolent, though the
influence of, say, Mars or Saturn was very different from that of Venus or the Sun.
The Corpus Hermeticum presented a creation
story that recalls the account in Genesis:
[I]n the abyss was infinite darkness, water,
and fine intelligent spirit. By the power of
God were these within the chaos. A holy
light was sent forth, and the elements from
the watery substance solidified under the
Earth… [T]he light elements were then
separated off and raised on high, and the
heavy were founded firmly upon the watery sand. All was distinguished by fire, all
was raised up to be supported by the breath
of life. The vault of heaven appeared in
seven circles, and the gods appeared in the
form of stars with all their constellations;
and heaven with the gods was complete in
every detail. The universe was encompassed by air and sustained on its circular
course by divine spirit.15
Animals, plants and people were created,
whereupon “men began to live and understand
the destiny assigned to them by the course of
41

the circling gods.”16 “Destiny” might imply the
kind of determinism implied by conventional
astrology, but Hermetic astrology allowed for
the manipulation of planetary and zodiacal influences through magic. Man’s divine potential
gave him privileges, but it also incurred some
responsibility for the world. Magic offered
greater creative potential too: “[J]ust as the
Father and Lord has made the eternal gods to
be similar to Himself, so humanity has made…
gods in the likeness of its own features.”17
Hermetic magic was based largely on the invocation and manipulation of celestial influences.
Based on the premise that All is One, and All
is interconnected, the influence of a god or
spirit could be changed by the judicious use of
plants, stones, colors, fragrances, sounds, gestures, or graphic symbols. An object or activity
was needed whose vibratory frequency resonated with that of the celestial entity. According to the Asclepius, herbs, stones, and spices,
which “have in themselves the power of divinity in Nature,”18 could be used to produce
changes in the celestial influences.
Magical intent was reinforced by the use of
talismans. A talisman was constructed on
parchment, wood, metal, stone, or other appropriate material, and was inscribed with a text
or image—especially a celestial image—that
established resonance with the power to be
invoked. Efficacy was further enhanced by
making the talisman at an astrologically auspicious time. It could also be enhanced by embedding in it gemstones of the appropriate vibration. The talisman might be worn as a ring
or amulet; it could be set up in a sacred space,
as the backdrop for an invocatory ritual, or it
could be placed where the desired results were
to be obtained. The medieval Picatrix offered
detailed instructions for constructing and using
talismans. For example, one for healing was
described as follows:
Fashion an image of the purest silver in the
hour of Venus, with the Moon being
placed in the Ascendant, fourth, seventh or
tenth house and aspecting Venus with a
good aspect; and the lord of the sixth
house should aspect a fortune with a trine
or opposite aspect, and the lord of the 8th
house should be in square aspect to Mer42

cury. And beware that Mercury not be retrograde nor combust, nor receiving any
aspect from an infortune. And this image
should be fashioned in the final hour of the
lord of the day, and the lord of the hour
should be placed in the tenth house from
the Ascendant. And when this image has
been fashioned in this manner, the aforesaid infirmities will be driven away.19
Other talismans were designed to “to gain dignity from a lord or king,” to secure lasting
love, and to catch many fish.
In some cases magical activity assumed larger
proportions. The Asclepius explained that
priests—presumably in the temples of ancient
Egypt—fashioned statues and invoked divine
energy to bring them to life. Those “terrestrial
gods” were “delighted by frequent sacrifices,
hymns, praises, and sweet sounds in tune with
the celestial harmony.” In return, they
“help[ed] us as though they were loving parents…or they fore[told] the future through lot
and divination.”20 Inspired by the divine force
that flowed into them, the statues healed the
sick and prophesied. It was no accident that
Asclepius, Hermes’s closest disciple, was the
grandson and namesake of the famous god of
medicine in Greek mythology.21
Alchemy was probably of interest in ancient
Egypt, and we know that it survived there in
late antiquity because, in 296 CE, the Emperor
Diocletian ordered that all Egyptian books on
the subject be burned. The very word “alchemy,” which is Arabic in origin, indicates
that the craft flourished in the Middle East; and
the work of Jabir ibn Hayyan has already been
mentioned. In due course alchemy made its
way to Moorish Spain and the rest of Europe.
Alchemy’s basic goal was the transmutation of
metals, but it was approached in a context that
drew no sharp divisions between the physical
and the nonphysical, the seen and the unseen
worlds, or the inanimate and the animate.
Later commentators considered Hermes Trismegistus to be the father of alchemy.22 Certainly the correspondence between the divine
Mercury and the alchemical mercury was not
lost on the ancients. In the words of a 17thcentury writer, “‘Mercurius’…being the transCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009
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formative principle itself, may not only ‘fly’…
between the two worlds, but also alchemically
join them.”23

ity. The teachings formed the foundation on
which Judeo-Christian religion and western
philosophy both rested.

However, the classical Hermetic texts never
discussed the subject; and the Emerald Tablet
only addressed it obliquely: “Separate the
Earth from the Fire, the subtle from the gross,
sweetly with great industry... By this means
you shall have the glory of the whole world
and thereby all obscurity shall fly from you.”24
Numerous alchemical texts appeared later; but
their connection—even by attribution—with
Hermes is unclear. A text of uncertain origin,
the Aureus, or Golden Tractate of Hermes, was
only published in the 19th century.25 Alchemy
should, perhaps, be considered part of Hermeticism but not of Hermetism.

Several aspects of the Hermetic teachings
piqued the church fathers’ interest. One was
the creation story, already mentioned.27 Hermes also spoke of the decline of Egyptian religion and culture but prophesied a great reawakening; perhaps that could be associated
with the coming of Christ. The Corpus Hermeticum contained a passage reminiscent of
the Sermon on the Mount:

The Hermetic teachings were believed to preserve the ancient Egyptian religion in its purest
form. Judaic religion (which flowed through
Moses) and Greek philosophy (through Pythagoras, Plato, and the Stoics) were both derivative. They had considerable intrinsic value,
but they were imperfect forms of the original
revelation. Perhaps Christianity was also a degenerate form of the pristine Egyptian religion.

Hermeticism in Early and
Medieval Christianity

T

he Hermetic teachings influenced both
orthodox and gnostic Christianity. The
second-century Clement of Alexandria, whose
work bridged the two, was aware of the Hermetic texts and claimed that Hermes Trismegistus had written 42 books. Three Coptic
texts, including parts of the Asclepius,26 were
found in the Nag Hammadi Library whose
contents were buried in the fourth century CE.
The devotional content of those particular texts
suggests that they may have served liturgical
as well as scholarly purposes among gnostic
Christians. In orthodox Christianity, apologist
Lucius Lactantius (c.260–340 CE) and church
father Augustine of Hippo (354–430) both believed that Hermes Trismegistus—or “Mercurius” as they sometimes called him—was a
contemporary of Moses. They believed that the
Hermetic texts preserved Egyptian wisdom
that was known to Moses and passed to Pythagoras and Plato and eventually to Christian-
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O powers within me, sing to the One and
All…Temperance, sing with me. Justice,
through me praise what is just. Generosity,
through me praise the All. Truth, sing of
the Truth. Good, praise the Good. Life and
Light, from you comes the praise and to
you it returns.28
The Corpus and the Asclepius even referred to
a “Son of God,” begotten by the Father.29
Those references, coming from someone
thought to have lived in early biblical times,
earned Hermes the appellation “the Gentile
prophet,” or “the Egyptian Moses.” To be sure,
Hermes’ teachings were not all valued by
Christian apologists,30 and some gaps had to be
filled to reconcile them with Christian teachings; for example, he did not speak of a third
person of the Trinity.31 Also, Hermes’ magic
either had to be reconciled in some way with
Christian religious practice or—a clever suggestion in later times32—had to be explained
away as interpolations in the original texts.
Hermetic concepts found their way into the
work of the Pseudo-Dionysius, the unknown
Neoplatonic scholar who lived in the sixth century or thereabouts.33 For example:
[O]f the many colored varieties of stones,
the white represents that which is luminous, and the red corresponds to fire, yellow to gold, and green to youth and vigor.
Thus corresponding to each figure you will
find a mystical interpretation which relates
these symbolical images to the things
above.34
His most important contribution, included in
the same work, was his angelic hierarchy di43

vided into nine “choirs.” The PseudoDionysian choirs of angels would eventually
be absorbed into a larger hierarchy that also
included the seven planetary spirits.35
Hermetic concepts were known to other
prominent western Christian personages, including Albertus Magnus, Roger Bacon,
Meister Eckhart, and Nicolas of Cusa.36 Dominical friar Albertus Magnus (c.1200–1280)
made important contributions to magic, and we
know that he took an interest in alchemy. He
criticized “demonic magic” but approved of
celestial, or astrological, magic even when it
was used for destructive purposes. Celestial
magic “gets its powers from the arrangement
of the Heavens; as if there was made an image
for the destruction of a particular thing in a
particular place.” Albertus proceeded to explain how a talismanic image should be used:
[W]hen the image has been made according to these and other conditions, it should
be buried in the middle of the place from
which you wish to expel the particular
thing, placing earth from the four corners
of the place in the belly of the image. If, on
the other hand, you wish to make an image
for joy and success, make it at a time contrary to what we have said; additionally the
image should be made at a time that has
been elected, and it will have its effects
according to the powers of the Heavens by
the command of God.37
In another work, whose ostensible purpose was
to explore the properties of minerals, Albertus
presented further discussion of talismans and
their uses; for instance:
Andromeda is the image of a girl turned
sideways, seated upon [a rock], with
straining hands. nd this image, engraved
upon gems that are by nature conciliating
in love…brings about lasting love between
man and wife; indeed it is said to reconcile
even those who have been adulterous. Cassiopeia is a maiden sitting in an armchair,
with her arms uplifted and bent; and this
sort of engraving upon [gems] that bring
sleep and restore the members is said to
give rest after toil and to strengthen weakened bodies.38
44

Interestingly, Albertus Magnus’ interest in
Hermeticism did not deter the Church of Rome
from declaring him a saint and honoring him
with numerous accolades.39

Hermeticism in the
Early Renaissance

T

he study of Hermeticism was limited during the Middle Ages. Although educated
westerners were aware that the church fathers
had discussed the classical Hermetic texts, few
people had access to the texts; and, of those
who did, few could decipher them. The ancient
manuscripts were in Greek and other languages that, at the time, few people in the West
could read. With the classical revival of the
Renaissance, the impediments to serious study
largely vanished. Greek and Hebrew were
studied once again, “lost” texts were rediscovered, and the literature was translated into
Latin. Aristotelian philosophy, whose ascendancy marked the scholastic era, was replaced
by Neoplatonism as the guiding mindset of the
age. Great interest was expressed in exotic religious and philosophical traditions. Emphasis
on retrieving “lost” knowledge provided a
natural environment in which belief in Hermetism’s extreme antiquity could find favor.40

In Florence, where the Renaissance began in
the early 15th century, Cosimo de’ Medici
(1389–1464) established a library that became
the largest in the world since the Ptolemaic
library in Alexandria. Cosimo also founded the
Florentine Academy, which attracted scholars
from across Europe.41 One of the foreign visitors was the Greek philosopher Georgius
Gemistos, an authority on both Plato and Zoroaster. It will be remembered that the Chaldean Oracles were attributed to Zoroaster who
vied with Hermes Trismegistus and Moses for
the claim to be the first of the “ancient theologians” so revered in the Renaissance. A later
visitor was the German Hebraic scholar and
Kabbalist Johann Reuchlin who eventually
taught at the University of Tübingen. Reuchlin
is remembered, among much else, for developing the notion that the name “Jesus” could be
related to the Jewish Tetragrammaton, thereby
linking the invocatory power of the Judaic and
Christian traditions.42
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its power from the divine order present in naTo head the Florentine Academy, Cosimo
ture, from demonic magic which involved the
chose Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499), a priest,
conjuration of unwholesome entities. Through
physician, and linguistic scholar. Ficino’s first
his rejection of any involvement of devils he
charge was to translate the entire works of
hoped to allay fears that his magic would
Plato into Latin, but Cosimo reassigned him to
threaten the institutional church.
translate the Corpus Hermeticum. Fourteen
treatises of the Corpus had been compiled into
Ficino’s most famous student was Giovanni
a single volume by Byzantine editors and
Pico della Mirandola (1463–1494). A precobrought to Florence by a monk from Macecious young nobleman, he boldly proclaimed:
donia; a 15th treatise became available later.
“I have ranged through all the masters of phiFicino’s translation and accompanying comlosophy, examined all their works, become
mentary were published in 1463 and reprinted
acquainted with all schools.” Pico is regarded
more than 20 times over the next 150 years.
as the first Christian Kabbalist. He would leave
Based on Lactantius’ and Augustine’s testiit to Cornelius Agrippa, several decades later,
mony, Ficino and his
to integrate Kabbalistic
contemporaries were
doctrine into Hermeticonvinced that the
The Hermetic teachings were
cism. But Pico focused
Corpus Hermeticum
believed
to
preserve
the
ancient
on the contribution the
had been written by a
Egyptian religion in its purest Kabbalah could make
real, very ancient,
to Hermetic magic.
Hermes Trismegistus.
form. Judaic religion, which
This new form of
Indeed, Lactantius,
magic, which involved
flowed
through
Moses;
and
who was clearly an
Greek philosophy, through Py- the invocation of diadmirer of “Hermes,”
vine names, would be
was freely quoted in
thagoras, Plato and the Stoics; more powerful and
Ficino’s commentary.
more ethical. Indeed, it
were both derivative. They
Augustine had testirepresented “nothing
had considerable intrinsic
fied to the Hermetic
else than the utter pertexts’ antiquity, even
value, but they were imperfect fection of natural phithough he condemned
44
forms of the original revelation. losophy.” However
Hermes’ magical
interest in magic
practices.
Perhaps Christianity was also a his
was mainly theoretical;
degenerate form of the pristine Pico was a philosopher
Ficino also held the
firm belief that Herand mystic, not a maEgyptian religion.
meticism—the work
gus; and he denounced
of the “Egyptian
the use of astrology for
Moses”—could suppurposes of divina45
port and illuminate Christian theology. But his
tion.
fascination for magic was equally strong, and
Ecclesiastical authorities, who looked back
he envisioned ways in which magical rites
with nostalgia to the power and glory of the
could be incorporated into religious practice.
medieval church, were cautious in their reAs historian Frances Yates observes, his magic
sponse to the Renaissance in general, and they
was more refined, more elegant, and in many
regarded the Hermetic revival with particular
ways more “spiritual” than that of the Hersuspicion. Pico was interrogated by the Inqui43
metic texts. His talismans were not modeled
sition on charges of heresy, but Pope Alexanon the crude imagery of medieval magic but
der VI, elected to office in 1492, not only exwere works of art based on classical themes,
onerated him from suspicion but strongly supand his incantations were sung to the accomport to his work.46 Unfortunately, Pico was
paniment of the musical instruments of the
nearing the end of his days; he died at the early
time. Importantly, he distinguished between
what he termed “natural magic,” which drew
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.
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age of 31. Ficino outlived his student by another five years.

who were dismayed by the contamination of
their sacred tradition.50

Encouraged by Ficino’s and Pico’s studies,
Hermeticism attracted the attention of many
Christian scholars and even churchmen during
the 16th century; and efforts were made to incorporate it into the beliefs and practices of the
Roman church. In some cases, to appease ecclesiastical sensitivities, the magical elements
were played down, leaving Hermeticism primarily as a philosophical system and a source
of prophecy. Among other things, that meant
paying less attention to the Asclepius. The
strategy was popular in France, and Philippe
du Plessis Mornay (1549–1623) became a
leading exponent.47 Other individuals and
groups presented the magical elements boldly,
and that was easier outside France and Italy
where the Inquisition was constantly inquiring
into questionable activities.

Yet astrology remained central to Agrippa’s
magic. The planets had distinctive characteristics, and invocation produced distinctive benefits. For example, he offered this description of
the Sun:

The Golden Age
of Hermeticism

T

he most important contribution to Renaissance Hermeticism was made by Heinrich
Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim (1486–
1535), a German government official, military
strategist, and court physician. Agrippa authored numerous works on Hermeticism, the
best-known being his Three Books on Occult
Philosophy. The first was devoted to natural
magic, the second to celestial magic, and the
third to ceremonial magic. Written in about
1510 and published in a single volume 23
years later, the Occult Philosophy provided an
encyclopedic reference source for Hermetic
theory and practice. It offered a “host of
names, associations, and uses of spirits, occult
characters, and alphabets, sigils, herbs, stones,
symbols, colors, fumes, numbers, prayers,
stars, beasts and other elements employed
magically.”48

The “names” were taken from multiple
sources. Influenced by Giovanni Pico, Agrippa
sought to integrate the Kabbalah into Hermeticism.49 From his time onward, the two disciplines tended to be conflated into a single esoteric system in the eyes of Christian scholars—
though not in the eyes of Jewish authorities

46

It sits as king in the middle of other planets, excelling all in light, greatness, fairness, enlightening all, distributing virtue to
them so dispose inferior bodies, and regulating and disposing of their motions.51
Invoking the Sun brought “nobility of mind,
perspicuity of imagination, the nature of
knowledge and opinion, maturity, counsel,
zeal, light of justice, reason and judgment distinguishing right from wrong, purging light
from the darkness of ignorance, the glory of
truth found out, and charity the queen of all
virtues.”52
Invocation could include the use of minerals,
talismanic images, letters, numbers, and musical tones and intervals. Recalling the depiction
of the Sun as a king, cited above, Agrippa
urged that it be represented on talismans by “a
king crowned, sitting in a chair, having a raven
in his bosom, and under his feet a globe; he is
clothed in saffron colored clothes.”53 Figure 1
shows some other talismanic data pertaining to
the Sun, taken from Agrippa’s work.54 Note
the seal written in an occult alphabet that
Agrippa described as “divine letters.” Note
also that he expressed the Magic Square of the
Sun both in western (Arabic) and in Hebrew
letter-numerals.55 With regard to musical intervals, Agrippa related the Sun to the octave or
double octave. By contrast, Mercury corresponded to the perfect fourth and Jupiter to the
fifth.56
Agrippa left no doubt as to his high regard for
magic:
Magic is a faculty of wonderful virtue, full
of most high mysteries, containing the
most profound contemplation of most secret things…[It] is the most perfect, and
chief science, that sacred, and sublimer
kind of philosophy…the most absolute
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perfection of all most excellent philosophy.57
Moreover he saw little difference between
ceremonial magic and religious ritual. Both
should begin with an attitude of adoration and
humble supplication: “[I]n the first place implore God the Father… that thou also mayest
be one worthy of his favor.” After warning
worshippers to avoid “menstruous women”
and “her who hath the hemorrhoids,” Agrippa
instructed his readers: “Thou shalt wash and
anoint, and perfume thyself, and shalt offer
sacrifices.”58 He went on to explain:
“[P]erfumes, sacrifices, and unction penetrate
all things, and open the gates of the elements
and of the heavens, that through them a man
can see the secrets of God, heavenly things,
and those which descend from the heavens, as
angels, and spirits of deep pits…”59 Despite his
religious piety, Agrippa was forced to move
from place to place to escape persecution by
the church; several times he only narrowly
avoided arrest. Interestingly, one of his few
loyal protectors was Hermann von Wied,
archbishop of Cologne, and the Occult Philosophy was finally published in Hermann’s
jurisdiction. Agrippa died of natural causes at
age 49.
We have seen that Agrippa sought to integrate
the Kabbalah into Hermeticism. Further synthesis was proposed by the English physician
and astrologer Robert Fludd (1574–1637). Between them they offered a remarkable aggregation of the celestial entities of Hermetic astrology, the Hebrew divine names, and the
Pseudo-Dionysian choirs of angels, providing
a rich inventory of power-names for magical
invocation. Furthermore, their cosmos had a
threefold structure: the “elemental world;” the
“celestial world;” and the “supercelestial,”
“angelic,” or “intellectual world.” Magic involving the celestial world had always been
suspect because of demons among the fixed
stars, but now beneficent angelic influences
from the outer supercelestial world would protect against demonic influence.60
Robert Fludd’s monumental Utriusque
Cosmi… Historia (“Metaphysical, Physical,
and Technical History”) recorded his thoughts
on everything from mechanics to military sciCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

ence to astrology. The broad range of topics
spanned the microcosm and the macrocosm
whose mutual interaction was the basis of
Hermetic magic. Figure 2 shows three illustrations from the book.61 The first is the elaborate
cover design. The second shows a geocentric
cosmos in which the Earth is surrounded by 22
concentric spheres. The outermost sphere (#1),
labeled Mens (Latin: “Mind”), was regarded as
the highest attribute comprehensible to man;
God himself resided outside that sphere.
Within the outer sphere lay the nine choirs of
angels (#2-10). The dome of the fixed stars
(#11) separated the angels from the planets
(#12-18) and the four elements (#19-22). The
choice of 22 as the total number of spheres
suggests Kabbalistic influence; there are 22
letters in the Hebrew alphabet, each of which
has a numerical equivalent. The third illustration shows the spheres with corresponding
“divine numbers” from 1 to 10,000. One
through nine, considered fundamental, are associated with God. The remaining numbers, in
tens, hundreds, and thousands, are created
from them—just as God created the spheres.
Numbers provided a powerful way to access
and influence the supercelestial world, the domain of the angelic hierarchies.
Fludd’s geocentric universe might raise some
eyebrows, considering that Niclaus Copernicus’ work on the heliocentric solar system had
been published more than 70 years earlier.
Perhaps Fludd lived in the past; however, we
must bear in mind that his goal was not to calculate planetary orbits but to explore celestial
influences on the Earth and humanity.
In contrast, Giordano Bruno (1548–1600), who
was a quarter-century older, was intrigued by
heliocentrism. Frances Yates points out that
the Italian philosopher and former Dominican
friar viewed the Copernican theory not just as
a physical model but as a truth of profound
metaphysical significance. Heliocentrism, in
his view, validated Hermetic notions of the sun
as the source of all magical power. As far as
the planets were concerned, Bruno believed
that they were alive and moving under their
own volition.
Whereas Ficino had sought to refine the theory
and practice of magic and to integrate Her47

meticism into Christianity, Bruno promoted
more primitive forms of magic, taken from the
Picatrix and elsewhere. He also rejected key
Christian doctrines. Bruno was fascinated by
the Corpus Hermeticum’s prophecy that Egyptian religion would enjoy a resurrection. However, that resurrection, in his opinion, was not
associated with the coming of Christ but would
be accomplished in his own time. Indeed, as a
Christian magus, he, Bruno, might well be
equipped to play a leading role. The restoration
of Egyptian religion would be the basis for a
major reformation of Christianity. It was not
the Reformation spearheaded by Martin Luther. Bruno was critical of Catholicism, but he
believed that a reformed Catholicism offered
greater potential than Protestantism.62
Unfortunately, Bruno’s arrogance and his lack
diplomatic skills antagonized powerful individuals in almost every country he visited. A
showdown with the church became inevitable.
He was arrested and, after long interrogation
by the Inquisition, culminating in a trial in
Rome, he was burned at the stake in 1600.
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Figure 1. Solar Correspondences
(after Cornelius Agrippa)
(a) Seal of the Sun

(b) Seal of the Sun in “Divine Letters”

(c) Magic Square of the Sun in Western (Arabic)
and Hebrew Numerals
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Figure 2. Hermetic Cosmology
(after Robert Fludd)

(a) Cover Page of Fludd’s Utriusque

(b) Cosmos of Concentric Spheres

(c) The Spheres and Divine Numbers
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New Thought and Esoteric Healing:
Towards a Healthier Tomorrow
Patrick Mullin

Abstract

T

hrough the action of right thinking, New
Thought focuses the power of the Universal
Mind towards the revelation of inner health.
Esoteric healing, through focused meditation,
invokes the power of the Universal Soul to ameliorate disease. Each of these non-orthodox disciplines shares the belief that individuals possess
a spiritual and physical nature and that, through
the focused power of the mind, spiritual energy
may be brought to bear upon specific conditions
of disease. This article explores the philosophical foundations and therapeutic merits of each of
these healing disciplines.

The Context of Spiritual Healing

I

n 1953, Alice Bailey wrote, “At present there
is little coherent and integrated work being
done in unison by the four groups:
1. Physicians and surgeons—orthodox and
academic.
2. Psychologists, neurologists, and psychiatrists.
3. Mental healers and New Thought workers,
plus Unity thinkers and Christian Scientists.
4. Trained disciples and those who work with
human souls.”1
It is as true today as it was in 1953 that much is
known about the work of orthodox and academic
medicine, as well as the work of psychologists,
neurologists, and psychiatrists. Fifty-five years
ago, however, little was known about mental
healers and even less was known about those
who work with human souls. In the intervening
years, the New Thought movement and the practice of esoteric healing have grown and matured.
In future years, after these new disciplines have
been researched and carefully characterized,
New Thought and esoteric healing will take their
place along side of orthodox medicine and, from
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a position of professional acceptance, actively
participate in modern health care.

An Overview of the New
Thought Approach
A Practical Example

A

man is diagnosed with high blood pressure, and his doctor counsels him to make
lifestyle changes and begin a course of medication to manage his hypertension. Later, upon
hearing his story, an acquaintance recommends
that his friend see a New Thought practitioner
for help with his medical condition. Out of high
regard for their friendship, and with quite a bit
of skepticism, the man accepts his friend’s advice and schedules an appointment for an initial
interview.
The man shows up for the appointment and is
pleasantly surprised to find himself in a comfortable, professional office environment. He is
greeted by the New Thought practitioner who is
dressed conservatively and, to the man’s surprise, rather ordinary in appearance. They sit
down together and begin to interview each other.
The New Thought practitioner describes his
education and qualifications, offers a list of references, summarizes his professional achievements, and profiles his membership in an association of fellow practitioners, physicians, psychiatrists, healers, and pastors who are receptive
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to the proven fact of the Universal Presence of
Life and Its innate desire to express Its qualities through the health and affairs of everyday
people. The practitioner explains that lasting
health and healing is an application of a mental
science and that what he offers is neither faith
healing nor wishful thinking. He describes his
craft as a profession and tells the man that a
practitioner’s duty is to his patient’s wellbeing as well as to making a meaningful contribution to the greater medical community, for
which he expresses great respect.
The man listens closely and concludes that he is
being taken seriously; he expresses his desire to
learn more. The practitioner acknowledges the
man’s sincerity, accepts him as a patient, and
immediately begins the session.
In a clear voice he declares, “The Universe is a
Unity of being, changeless and perfect; it is
without parts or flaws. Its qualities of omniscience, omnipresence, and omnipotence are extended into creation and to all that live within it.
The Universal One expresses Itself through an
inner act of will, for there is nothing outside of
Spirit from which to act. This inner act is creative and sets itself in motion without effort, for
there is nothing to oppose the movement of
Spirit. Man is a drop of water in the ocean of
Universal Being and, while only a small part of
the whole, partakes of the qualities of the whole.
Man has within himself the same ability as Universal Spirit—the ability, through an inner act,
to set forces in motion to manifest the conditions
of his life. This act is called thinking. The Universe is conditioned to manifest the thoughts that
are cast into it, whether from the Universal One
or from any thinking creative being within the
whole. What a man thinks about, he manifests at
the level of his thinking. Thoughts of poverty
manifest as conditions of poverty, and thoughts
of health manifest as health. If a man plants cucumber seeds in his garden, the soil will return
cucumbers; so it is with the seeds of his
thoughts that he chooses to plant into the soil of
his soul. The Universal One, being perfect and
all knowing, sees Its creation as perfect—It
could not see Itself otherwise without entertaining thoughts of imperfection. Perfection and imperfection imply that something perfect has
something imperfect with which to compare it54

self with. However, there is only one Unity, with
nothing to compare Itself with; therefore, all It
sees is perfection. As a perfect creation within
the whole, this man is seen by the Universe as a
perfect and healthy being without parts or limitations. Perfect health is a given; it is a gift from
the Universal Spirit and awaits the only the mental acceptance of it to manifest in this man’s life.
High blood pressure is a fact in this patient’s
life. This is a proven condition; however, it is
not a necessary condition. There is no truth behind this condition; there is no law that supports
this condition. If the Universe sees this patient as
perfect, what force in the world can stand
against the full expression of his health? This
man is whole and healthy, not because we say
that he is, but because we reveal the truth about
him in our minds. What we think about him is
planted into the soil of his Soul and manifests
for his best life. His condition melts away, like
ice on a warm day, from the heat and light of the
truth that radiates from his true inner being.”2
The patient cannot grasp all that is said and is
overwhelmed by the force of Unity that has been
invoked on his behalf. The practitioner explains
that he himself will continue the treatments
every other day, in twenty minute sessions, and
asks only that he be allowed to call on the man
weekly for updates. The man agrees and returns
home. The treatments continue, and several
weeks later the man returns to the practitioner
with laboratory test results showing that his condition has reversed itself. He is thrilled to be
healthy again, and thrilled that his health crisis
has become a journey of self discovery.

The Development of New Thought

N

ew Thought is a loose organization of faithbased and metaphysical groups that share
the common belief that all men and women are
spiritual beings living human existences and
that, by the power of right thinking, we can create new and better lives for ourselves. Regarding
health and healing, New Thought asserts that the
innate spiritual being within each of us is
healthy, whole, and accessible. Through right
thinking, our innate spiritual qualities reveal
themselves through the mentality of our
thought—and then manifest peace, health, and
abundance in our lives, automatically, through
the agency of universal thought.
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With its beginnings dating back over 100 years,
New Thought is no longer new. In the late nineteenth century, novel new philosophies like
Transcendentalism (a major forerunner to New
Thought) were challenging the long established
boundaries between Victorian faith and reason.
While modern science was blurring the lines
between “living” and “dead” matter, enlightened
faith no longer provided satisfactory answers to
the eternal questions of “Who are we?” and
“Why are we here?” Pioneering thinkers like
Ralph Waldo Emerson even began questioning
the need for an intellectual approach to life at
all, suggesting that behind all that we believe to
be real is subjective life, a unified World Soul
that speaks to us through our intuition. A lesser
known philosopher, Thomas Troward, captured
the mood of the times like this:

How Does New Thought Work?

N

ew Thought challenges us to conceive of
Life as Universal Spirit, a Unity of intelligent force and principle that is changeless and
perfect. The conclusions that follow from this
thesis of Unity are what make New Thought
such a powerful world view. New Thought is
built on several key foundational ideas:4
•
•
•

•
•
•

Infinite Intelligence, or God, is omnipotent
and omnipresent.
Spirit is the ultimate reality.
True human Self-hood is Divine. There are
many names for this principle, such as
Christ consciousness, Buddha nature, etc.
Divinely attuned thought is a positive force
for good.
All disease is mental in origin.
Right thinking has a healing effect.

We are accustomed to judge only by exterNew Thought has the highest respect for the
nal appearances and by certain limited sigpower of clear thinking and the power that is
nificances that we attach to words; but,
tapped through right thinking. The following
when we begin to enquire into the real
train of conclusions is from one of New
meaning of our words and to analyze the
Thought’s leading thinkers and is highly instruccauses that give rise to appearances, we find
tive:
our old notions gradually falling off from us,
until at last we wake up to the fact that we
Humanity’s first discovery of its ability to
are living in an entirely
think was taken as a matter of
different world to that we
New Thought asserts fact. Humans had always been
formally recognized. The
that the innate spiri- able to think. It was proof that
old limited mode of
they existed; it gave them the
thought has imperceptibly
tual being within each ability to know their needs and
slipped away, and we disof us is healthy,
to supply them. It appeared to
cover that we have
whole, and accessible. be an automatic thing; it came
stepped out into a new orwith a person and would doubtder of things where all is
less
die
when
that person died. The brain
liberty and life. 3
seemed to be the organ of thought, and, of
Troward’s thinking led the way for New
Thought leaders (like Mary Baker Eddy, Phineas
Parkhurst Quimby, Charles Filmore, and Ernest
Holmes) to create New Thought organizations
that exist to this day as Christian Science, Unity
Church, Religious Science, Church of Divine
Science, and many others. For decades these
groups have tested the limits of thought and
thinking, and collected their experiences into a
knowledge base that they freely share with all.
Starting from humble beginnings, these organizations have kept to their simple consistent messages, published voluminously, and grown into
the mature institutions they are today.
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course, when death stilled the brain, it would
no longer operate.
However, a day came when some wise person claimed that it is not the brain that does
the thinking for, if the brain could think, it
would keep on thinking when removed from
the body. Yet, without a brain persons could
not think, which proved that something behind the brain used it as an instrument. Persons do think, so behind the brain there must
be a thinker. But where is the thinker? We
do not see the thinker. Have we a right to
say there is a thinker, when we have never
seen that thinker? Yes, for the proof of this
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reality is the evidence of the thought. Back
of the organism is the thinker and the doer—
the Mind. This was the greatest discovery of
all time, for it meant that the body without
the thinker could not function. At first, people did not perceive this and thought only of
their body as self-operating; but, when they
discovered this was not the case, they found
that they could consciously think and decide, and that something happened to their
thoughts after they thought them; they went
somewhere and returned as memory.
Pondering on this, people came to the conclusion that memory was an active thing;
and they reasoned after this fashion: “Memory must be the storehouse of all ideas that
have passed through my mind. Memory is
active, for my thoughts come back to me.
My thought is conscious of my body; my
body is operated upon by my thought. And it
must be operated on by my memory since
memory is active; but, since memory is the
result of conscious thought, memory of itself
is an unconscious operation of what was
once a conscious thought.” THIS IS ONE OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT CONCLUSIONS THAT
THE HUMAN MIND HAS EVER MADE. By

changing their thoughts, they could re-mold
their affairs; and by right thinking, they
could bring new conditions into their life!
Tremendous!5
Through an attitude of trained faith, the New
Thought Practitioner creates powerful thoughtforms, called treatments, that demonstrate measurable effects in the lives of their patients. New
Thought explains the agency of thought and the
nature of potent thoughtforms as follows:
It has been proved that, by thinking correctly and by a conscious mental use of the
law of Mind, we can cause It to do definite
things for us, through us. By conscious
thinking, we give conscious direction to It;
and It, consciously or unconsciously, responds to our advance along the line of our
conscious, or subjective, direction.
It must and will respond to everyone because It is Law and law is no respecter of
persons. We are surrounded by an intelligent
force and substance, from which all things
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come—the ultimate Essence, in the invisible
and subjective world, of all visible and objective forms and conditions. It is around us
in its original state, ready and willing to take
form through the impulse of our creative belief. It works for us by flowing through us.
This law we did not create; this law we cannot change. We can use It correctly only as
we understand and use It according to Its nature.6
A treatment is a spiritual entity in the mental
world and is equipped with power and volition—as much power and volition as there is
faith in it, given to it by the mind of the one
using it—and, operating through the Law, It
knows exactly how to work and what methods to use and just how to use them. We do
not put the power into this word, but we do
let the power of the Law flow through it, and
the one who most completely believes in
this power will produce the best results.7
Based on the given fundamentals, the conclusions of New Thought are clear and compelling:
“Life says for you what you say about yourself,”
and “It is done unto you as you believe.”8

An Overview of Esoteric Healing
A Practical Example

A

woman, experiencing conditions of persistent destructive emotions, is referred to an
esoteric healer by her endocrinologist. Her
symptoms are well characterized, and the causes
of her distress seem to be well defined; however,
her condition has shown remarkable resistance
to allopathic medical treatment, nutritional
changes, psychological treatment, and homeopathic treatment.
She meets with the esoteric healer in his home,
and they retire to his private office to begin the
interview process. The healer explains that he is
a leader of a large and active transmission meditation group, he teaches classes on meditation
and on esoteric anatomy and physiology at a
local university, and he sees people on an individual basis for consultation and healing during
the rest of the week. He explains that his practice focuses on the Soul: what It is, how It
works, and how It reveals Its will through his
client’s affairs. The woman shares that she
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works in a high profile governmental regulatory
agency that is responsible for the health and
safety of millions of citizens. She explains that
she is responsible for a staff of thousands of people and is totally devoted to her work and the
well-being of her group. As they talk, the esoteric healer uses his intuition to ascertain her ray
structure, the state of her etheric centers, her approximate point of evolution, and her mental/astral polarity. She further explains that her
emotional difficulties originated in her childhood and, as an adult, she has come to terms
with difficult experiences that she endured in her
youth; however, while she can intellectually
cope with the events of her past, she cannot
bring closure to them and continues to suffer. As
she speaks, the esoteric healer becomes aware of
the quality and scope of her Soul energy radiating through her aura. He also observes a cleavage in her awareness, an energetic phenomena
preventing free flow of Soul energy through her
mind and into her brain. The esoteric healer concludes that her Soul is seeking to manifest Its
will through her public service and that she is
experiencing the growing pains of Soul appropriation. The memories and pain of her past are
not the cause of her distress, but are amplified
by deeper phenomena with which the esoteric
healer is prepared to engage.
The esoteric healer recommends to his client that
they work together to make possible a radiative
healing. He asks her to prepare for a deep meditation, sitting comfortably, focusing her attention
in the center between her eyebrows, and observing dispassionately the images and feelings that
may arise during the session. The esoteric healer
enters into his own meditative state, shifts his
attention to Soul awareness, and observes the
light of his Higher Self circulating through his
system. Next, with conscious Soul awareness, he
reaches out to her Soul energetically and establishes an active rapport between them. As the
bond between their Souls strengthens, the esoteric healer extends his aura to include and mingle with hers; the Soul energy pouring through
his aura stabilizes her aura and allows her own
Soul to extend Its power into her without blockage. He holds the energy pattern intact while the
work of healing takes place between his client
and her Soul.
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His client experiences a very personal and insightful psychological shift as tremendous healing energy passes through her system. As time
passes and the energies subside, she awakens to
a profound presence of peace. She tells him that
something has changed; her past is still there,
but it is now bound inextricably to her present.
She says that she cannot put her finger on exactly what she has just experienced, but she has
gained a higher perspective and a glimpse of
what is to come. From this perspective, the
events in her life have meaning and contribute to
the important work that is set out before her. She
feels whole again.

The Tenets of Esoteric Healing

A

t its core, esoteric healing is the scientific
application of Love directed to the affairs
of health and healing. Within each of us, the
body of Love is the Soul, and the works of the
Soul are pure quality. By way of a musical analogy, this metaphysical explanation gives way to
a clearer understanding. Reflecting upon the music of a flute, a listener’s ear is impressed by two
distinct phenomena disguised as one: the sound
of the flute, and the melody from the flute. The
sound of the flute is a mechanical event aptly
described by the mechanics of vibrating air
molecules conditioned by the shape of the flute
and the muscular effort of the musician. The
melody of the flute, be it of high quality or low,
defies simple explanation. It is not found in the
mechanism of the flute, or as a pattern of electrical impulses in the brain of the musician. Melody is always hidden from scrutiny. Nevertheless, while remaining difficult to define, melody
is easily grasped by the intuitive understanding
of young and old alike, regardless of musical
literacy. Carrying this analogy forward, for the
esoteric healer, Soul is to melody as sound is to
the body.
Esoteric healing differs significantly in its approach to health and healing as compared with
modern medicine, psychiatry, and mental healing. The esoteric healer sees within the patient a
Soul and a physical body—and, between the
two, a complicated system of energy and awareness that synthetically relates all the parts into a
coherent living being. The role of the esoteric
healer becomes that of facilitating Soul expression in incarnation. With a novel interpretation
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of anatomy and physiology, the esoteric healer
encourages and facilitates the Soul’s participation in the patient’s everyday life.
Esoteric healing is very old. As a subset of the
Ageless Wisdom, it has been practiced in the
remote monasteries of the world for thousands
of years by an isolated few in search of wisdom
and balance. The energies and forces of the
Soul, once accessible by these select few, are for
the first time in human history now available to
the many. In anticipation of the impact of Soul
force on humanity, the fundamental tenets of
esoteric healing were introduced as postulates
through a collection of ten laws and six rules
publishing in 1935 in Esoteric Healing; the following examples capture the essence of this
unique science:
Law I: All disease is the result of inhibited
Soul life, and that is true of all forms in all
kingdoms. The art of the healer consists in
releasing the Soul so that Its life can flow
through the aggregate of organisms that
constitute any particular form.9
Law VIII (Rule 5): Healers must seek to link
their Soul, their heart, their brain, and their
hands. Thus can they pour the vital healing
force upon the patient. This is magnetic
work. It cures disease or increases the evil
state, according to the knowledge of the
healer.
Healers must seek to link their Soul, their
brain, their heart, and auric emanation. Thus
can their presence feed the Soul life of their
patient. This is the work of radiation. The
hands are not needed. The Soul displays its
power. The patient’s Soul responds through
the response of the patient’s aura to the radiation of the healer’s aura, flooded with
Soul energy. 10
Unstated in the above examples, yet central to
esoteric philosophy, is the understanding that
life does not begin at conception and continue
through to the expiration of the physical body.
Life always is; it existed for each of us before
we took a body and will continue to exist long
after we discard it. We have lived many times
and will continue to live many more times. Behind the cyclic phenomena of living and passing
lies the deeper life of the Soul—the core of who
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we are. To appreciate esoteric healing, we must
first understand the nature of the Soul, the purpose and meaning behind reincarnation, and the
process of the Soul’s appropriation of a physical
body when in incarnation.

What Is the Soul?

T

he single most difficult concept for the esoteric healer to describe is that of the Soul.
So many definitions and so many different institutions claim primacy regarding the definition of
the Soul. What can we add that will not spread
more confusion? While difficult to explain, the
Soul is not out of understanding’s reach. The
Ageless Wisdom has a very long history with
this topic and is adept at sharing knowledge
of inner life and living. To begin with, for ease
of understanding, the esoteric healer distinguishes among the different aspects of the Soul
with a precise spelling convention. The Immortal Soul (also known as the Solar Angel, the
Higher Self, and the Ego) is spelled with capitalized first letters. The human soul (also known as
the incarnating soul, the personality, the “light
under the bushel,” or the lesser soul) is spelled
in lower case letters.
The human body is a plurality of forms; and the
esoteric healer gives these different forms names
such as the physical body, the etheric body, the
astral body, and the mental body. All of these
bodies, seen and unseen, are the vehicles of the
Soul. The bridge between knowledge of the bodies, or forms of the Soul, and the Soul Itself, is
quality. The esoteric healer, for example, sees
Love as a quality. Is Love real? Did humanity
invent Love or discover it within itself? These
are questions generated by the mind to understand a concept that cannot be answered satisfactorily on the mind’s own terms. It is enough to
know that Love exists because it passes the litmus test of “Can we imagine a different world
than the one we live in now, a hypothetical world without Love?” Of course, we can. As
real as Love is in our hearts, though, to the mundane mind Love is a nominalization that cannot
be poured into a wheelbarrow and driven around
the garden. But to the Soul, Love is very real,
more real to it than the bodies that the Soul assembles and casts off in periodic intervals.
Love—the quality—creates, heals, restores, and
redeems all that It touches. And as amazing as
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Love is, it is only one of the qualities of the
Soul. So, what then is the Soul?
The Soul is our highest self. It exists outside of
the realm of thinking and feeling, yet supports
these human attributes with the warmth of Its
being. The Soul is the intelligent power within
us that sets the cycle of birth and rebirth into
motion through the agency of Its will. It defines
us, sets the patterns of our life into motion,
teaches, loves, knows, and sustains us. The Soul
is us; however, we have grown into the habit of
talking about It as if It were different from us.
The Soul is different in that It is a member of the
Kingdom of Souls and, in this regard, is very far
away. However, the Soul is also the most human
thing about us, without which we would be no
different than all the lives within the subhuman
kingdoms. When we say “I,” we are saying in a
small way, “I am the Soul,” for the “I” within
each of us is an extended piece of the Soul—
separated from our human perspective by merely
a gap in consciousness. This gap defines us
completely; and it is the bridging of this gap that
occupies the esoteric healer. The bridge between
the Soul and the incarnating soul is built in
thought and, when completed, is called the Antahkarana; its creation is a joint effort between
our two aspects of Soul and soul.
Another difficult concept to explain in this world
view is the relationship between the human soul,
or the incarnating soul, and the forms that it inhabits. All life is a combination of inner life and
outer form. The inner life within subhuman
forms is a pool from which the Soul collects and
assembles the materials of our bodies. It is called
elemental, and its makeup is very, very similar
to that of the lesser soul. The human soul is of a
much higher caliber, though; and, as a piece
of our Divine Soul, it is endowed with great
qualities and great potential. The challenge for a
human soul, the reincarnating spark within, is to
recognize that it truly is different from the sea of
elemental soul in which it is immersed. It must
separate itself from the pull of the form and declare its unity with the source from which it is
derived. As an example of elemental essence,
the physical life of the body as we know it is
made up of an assembly of living cells. For the
esoteric healer, each of these material cells ensouls a small piece of elemental life
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and completes the duality—life and form. Collectively, the sum of the individual souls of each
of the body’s cells is an aggregate being called
the physical elemental. The state of awareness of
the physical elemental is very limited and is
seen in the vegetative state of the brain injury
victim whose connection to the incarnating
spark of life has been severed. Life persists in
the body, but the awareness cannot reconnect to
the brain due to the severity of the injury. Likewise, the etheric, astral, and mental bodies of
humans are dual—each with a form and an elemental life that completes the duality. All of
these elemental essences unite within us and
exert their influences upon our “I” as physical
appetites, base desires, and uncontrolled thinking.

What Does the Soul Do?

T

he life of the Soul is very long. The Soul is,
in fact, immortal. At the same time, the Soul
incarnates as a human being in periodic intervals
called incarnations. The Soul partitions off a
small piece of Itself and builds around this small
piece the physical, emotional, and mental bodies
of a human being, seen and unseen. This small
piece of the Soul is the incarnating soul of a human being. Throughout its lengthy career of incarnations, the incarnating soul experiences life
and death, pain and pleasure, good and evil,
abundance and poverty, success and failure, etc.
The incarnating soul is the “I” within each one
of us. While incarnated in the world, we live and
learn; and when the term of the physical life has
expired, we begin a journey of restitution. We
survive the passing of the physical bodies, one
by one, and then finally re-experience the reunion of the Soul with the incarnating fragment
that is the lesser soul.
What is usually overlooked in this familiar narrative is that, during the journey of life, we have
accumulated qualities as a result of our experiences with life and death, pain and pleasure,
good and evil, abundance and poverty, success
and failure, etc. When the cycle comes full circle
and the incarnating spark is reunited with the
Divine Soul, the qualities that we have developed are assimilated into the life of the Soul
and become spiritual assets of our ongoing immortality. This cycle of birth, death, and rebirth
continues until the density of the qualities that
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are inventoried in the Soul is deemed sufficient
to start the next chapter in the life of the Soul—a
chapter called the Journey of Appropriation.

But what of the Higher Self? What does the Solar Angel experience during these cycles? What
is the purpose of the reincarnation experience to
the Soul? As discussed earlier, the Soul surThe Journey of Appropriation
rounds Itself with the qualities that have been
developed over many lifetimes. During these
eincarnation is a cornerstone of the field of
long lifetimes, and between intervals of birth
esoteric healing. The mechanics of reincarand death, the Soul is preoccupied instead with
nation and the disposition of the three bodies
the affairs of the Kingdom of Souls, of which It
that comprise the personality are much discussed
is a part. At first, the Soul is but dimly aware of
topics. Equally important, and less often talked
the goings on of the day-to-day affairs of the
about, is the nature of the relationship between
incarnating soul. However, as lives unfold and
the Soul and the incarnating soul. This relationthe quality of the incarnating soul matures, the
ship is nurtured and developed through the exSoul becomes more involved in Its earthly career
perience of multiple reincarnations for a very
and prepares Itself and the forms of Its manifesspecific purpose—and it is this relationship that
tation to fulfill Its contribution to the Divine
yields the fruits of the reincarnation experience.
Plan.11 When the spiritual density of the forms
From the perspective of the incarnating soul, and
of quality that the Soul has accumulated
over a span of thousands upon thousands of lifeand nurtured is sufficient, a decision is made by
times, the journey itself may be described as a
the Soul to actively overshadow the incarnating
sequence of events that roughly flow as follows:
soul and, in a remarkable way,
• In early lives, the
the forms in which It
Of particular interest to alter
spark of life is comdwells to better suit them for
pletely submerged in
the esoteric healer is the the work to come. The accepthe elemental essence
stage of growth between tance criteria for this decision
of form. The imporentirely with the Soul and
tant factors in human
the decision of the Soul to lie
are conditioned by the Soul’s
awareness are the
engage Itself with the
desire to participate in the Diones that condition
personal life of the indi- vine Plan, with the qualities
the individual, stemand aptitudes that It has develming from the envividual and the throwing oped over the ages.
ronment and the efdown of the Light of the Thus begins the Journey of
fects that the enviSoul.
Appropriation. Just as the seed
ronment has on form.
yields to the inner forces of the
• Slowly humans sepashoot
when
the
new
growth pushes out and up
rate their experiences and become able to
towards
the
light,
the
Soul begins to actively
differentiate between their form and the enassert
Itself
deep
within
the personality in the
vironment in which they find themselves.
12
following
stages.
• While still submerged in the elemental essence of form, individuals see themselves as
• The decision is made to begin the work of
the self within the form and begin to shape
initiating the personality.
their lives and environment.
• The Soul refocuses Its energies from Soul
• An inner life dawns as individuals begin to
enterprises in the Spiritual Kingdom and enfeel and to dimly sense the inner experience
ters into deep meditation.
of quality in the experiences of life. They
• Magnetic rapport is set up with the physical,
begin to internalize the experiences of pain
emotional, and mental bodies of an individand pleasure, and their dream life begins to
ual’s outer form.
take shape.
• The individual responds and enters into
• Many lifetimes pass; and, as the emotional
meditation.
lessons deepen and mature, the first inkling
• The work proceeds in ordered stages and
of thought dawns.
with cyclic activity.

R
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This point in the inner evolution of the incarnating soul describes the point of attainment of
modern humanity. Many who are well educated
(either through institutional learning or by life
experience), possess high qualities, are concerned for others equally or more so than themselves, are intuitive, and experience occasional
flashes of genius are at this stage and await the
next step in the process, which is described as:
“Spiritual perception grows slowly and surely as
the brain becomes capable of illumination from
the Soul, via the mind. As intuition develops, the
radius of awareness grows and new fields of
knowledge unfold.”13
The steps which follow, while experienced by
all of us at some point in our spiritual evolution,
are of special interest to esoteric healers because
it is here that healers illumine the way for those
who wish to pass through to a more inclusive
life. The next steps unfold in the following progression:
•
•

•
•

•

The Light of the Soul is thrown downwards.
The light of the vital (etheric) body and the
physical form is synchronized with that of
the head.
The centers swing into activity.
The Light of the Soul and the other two
lights are so intense that now all life in the
three worlds is illuminated.
Alignment is produced; the work of discipleship and of initiation (i.e., the work of the
Soul) becomes possible and proceeds according to the Law of Being.14

What then is the work of the Soul? The work of
the Soul is to manifest a piece of the Divine
Plan. This Plan is the will of God for the development of the Soul of all Life, of which humanity as a whole is a part. The Solar Angel, the
Higher Self, is the Christ principle within, as
well as a member of the fifth kingdom—the
Kingdom of Souls. When the historical Christ
proclaimed that “I am the Light of the world,”
He was referring to the Light of the Soul within
all Life, which is the undivided, collective Light
of the Kingdom of Souls. The Light of the Christ
is the Light that illuminates the way forward for
the Divine Plan; this Light is available to all who
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reach out for it and consciously harmonize with
the laws of its nature.
What is experienced by individuals in the three
worlds as the Journey of Appropriation unfolds
within them? Of particular interest to the esoteric healer is the stage of growth between the
decision of the Soul to engage Itself with the
personal life of the individual and the throwing
down of the Light of the Soul—and it is this
stage of growth that is the most relevant and difficult stage of all. Between these two stages, the
incarnating soul (the individual) is now dimly
aware of different spiritual forces moving
through awareness that do not lend themselves
to easy control. Sometimes the forces lift the
individual up to the heights of ecstasy; sometimes they lead the individual down into depression and despair. This experience is called the
battle of the pairs of opposites and can be a most
distressing period of several lives. The Soul is
beginning to exert Itself in the life of the individual while the elemental sea, within which the
individual is immersed, revolts against the irritation of the Light. 15 The individual seems caught
in the middle of a spiritual tug of war that tests
the patience to the nth degree.
When the Journey of Appropriation is finished,
the individual is able to look at the inner subjective world of the Soul as easily as looking out
into the world of form. There is an ancient Indian prayer, the Gayatri, that reveals the essence
of this Journey:
O Thou who givest sustenance to the Universe, from whom all things proceed, to
whom all things return, unveil to us the face
of the true spiritual sun, hidden by a disc of
golden light, that we may know the truth and
do our whole duty as we journey to Thy sacred feet.16
The “true spiritual sun” is the Soul behind the
manifestation of the incarnating soul. The
“golden disc of light” is the form of the Soul as
perceived by the personality, which for many
lifetimes derives force, inspiration, and qualities
from the latent and passive heat of the Soul.
Later, when the Soul begins to actively express
Itself, the nature of the being behind the “disc of
golden light” becomes accessible to the individual.
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Summary and Conclusion

W

hat can be said about New Thought and
esoteric healing when compared side by
side with each other? Both disciplines invoke
spiritual force through mental effort; however,
upon close examination, they differ in very important ways. One discipline invokes the Universal Mind, while the other invokes the Universal Soul. It is very tempting to engage in the line
of thinking that says, “I am a very mental person, I should be using New Thought,” or similarly, “I am a soulful person, I should be using
the techniques of esoteric healing.” Engaging the
mind to analyze, make comparisons, and consider value judgments between the intellectual
assets of these two disciplines or, in a higher
sense, between the Universal Mind and the Universal Soul is a fruitful activity; however, it
misses the point of this article. New Thought
and esoteric healing are not the same; at the
same time neither is better than the other, nor are
they of equal merit. Rather than maintaining
New Thought and esoteric healing as separate
disciplines, or seeing them as two sides of the
same coin, consider them as two ends of the
same ladder. The base of the ladder is firmly
rooted in the mind, and the top of the ladder
reaches into the realms of spiritual illumination.
One spiritual system names the rungs of the ladder as concentration, meditation, contemplation,
intuition, and illumination; the other spiritual
system names the rungs differently. Both describe necessary steps that bridge the gap between the awareness of the human soul and the
awareness of the Divine Soul. To be human is to
climb the ladder. The techniques of New
Thought help the climber with the lower rungs,
and the techniques of esoteric healing help the
climber with the higher rungs. Is one rung of the
ladder better than another? Are the techniques of
New Thought better than the techniques of esoteric healing? These questions have no meaning.
The best question—the quality question—to ask
is, “What can be seen from the top of the ladder?”

existence of the Soul is validated and accepted
by the orthodox medical community. When
these events come to pass, the four major groups
of healers—orthodox medical practitioners,
mental health professionals, New Thought healers, and esoteric healers—will work side by side
in the same universities and hospitals and together raise the bar of medical and spiritual excellence to profound new levels.
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New Thought and esoteric healing are on the
edge of social breakthrough. The day will soon
come when the power of thought is witnessed
and documented as proven scientific fact. That
great day will be followed by another where the
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The Compass of Light, Vol. III: The Sense
of Direction in The Great Invocation, by
Starling David Hunter, III. 144 pages.

tion. Second, the formula of the Invocation embodies the sense of direction. Third, its symbol
is a compass composed of light.

Download from http://tinyurl.com/ thegreatinvocation/.

When interviewed, Hunter clarified that this is
an ongoing project that will comprise, in total,
five volumes. The fourth volume will address
the matter of polysemy and sentence structure,
while the fifth volume will examine the strictly
grammatical properties of the Invocation. Further, Hunter has already written more than
twenty essays on the Great Invocation, which
are accessible through the webpage.

M

ore than half a century has passed since
the Great Invocation was given to the
world as the prayer and mantra for the new
world religion–a religion of self–forgetfulness,
harmlessness, and service. The three Divine aspects that this prayer’s words refer to—Light,
Love, and Power—are nowadays invoked solemnly all over the world by millions of human
beings from all paths of life who use it as their
daily source of inspiration, force, and horizon.
Undoubtedly, the Great Invocation is for many a
compass giving a sense of direction to our human and spiritual lives. Such is precisely the
central, significant discovery that the author
makes in The Compass of Light, Volume III.
This is the latest sequel in a series of books released yearly since 2006. The reader may remember that volume I, which was reviewed in
The Esoteric Quarterly in Winter 2007, analyzed
24 figures of speech (addition, omission, and
change). Volume II studied the etymology of
each word used in the Invocation and demonstrated that many of them were either related by,
or shared, the same roots. These first two volumes nicely demonstrated that the Great Invocation expresses—and veils—a potentially infinite
number of meanings and powers. With his first
research work, the author concludes that this
multiplicity of meanings is achieved with such
sophistication, and in such a condensed yet perfect fashion, that we may have only begun to unfold the tremendous implications of reciting this
Invocation. In this new volume, Hunter goes further into the Tibetan’s exhortation to meditate on
the significance of the Great Invocation’s
“amazing” words, and suggests three conclusions. First, the main underlying, abstract idea is
indeed embodied in the wording of the Invocation and can be accessed with study and meditaCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2009.

Clearly, the implications of Hunter’s fine study
are multiple. Chief among them is polysemy itself, or the capacity of words to have multiple
meanings. In social sciences and the humanities,
this has been a central, indeed revolutionary,
concept behind every single contemporary research paradigm. It implies the idea that human
beings have agency, or the power to read and
remake the meaning of every event or circumstance affecting us. The Great Invocation may,
therefore, be read as an invitation to meditate
upon, evoke, re-create, and distribute all of its
related and meaningful forms for the purpose of
serving the world.
We are told that the Great Invocation is recited
by aspirants, disciples, Initiates, Masters, and
even the Christ, and that it means different
things to each group. In fact, a second conclusion of the book is that this Invocation is indeed
a divine masterpiece, of such perfection and
complexity that no human mind could indeed
completely unfold it in one lifetime. A third
conclusion, related to the previous one, is that
the wording of the Invocation should not be
changed. The reader is, in this regard, invited to
read the fine perspectives Hunter has to offer regarding the thorny subject of translations and
rewording of the Great Invocation. A final, yet
crucial, conclusion is that this Invocation
strongly reorients the human Soul. This is a true
compass of Light Divine showing us the right
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direction. A fine, thorough, and scientific study
no student of the Ageless Wisdom should miss.
Miguel Malagreca

The Magus of Freemasonry, by Tobias
Churton. Inner Traditions, 2006. Paperback,
303 pages. US$16.95.

B

y the end of the 17th century, the Royal Society of London was already a bastion of
reductionist science, insisting on rigorous application of the scientific method and the highest
standards of empirical support for scientific theory. For the past 300 years the Society’s fellows,
individually and sometimes collectively, have
thundered against “superstition” and “pseudoscience”—notably esotericism. However, such
restrictive attitudes were rare when the Royal
Society was first established, in 1660. Indeed,
the founding fellows included men who represented the epitome of Renaissance “natural philosophy,” comfortably combining mathematics
or the hard sciences with magic, alchemy, and
astrology.
One of those founding fellows was Elias Ashmole, whose biography is the subject of this review. In The Magus of Freemasonry, Churton
gives us a delightful portrait of a man whose
mindset spanned the ages. Professionally, Ashmole was a lawyer and antiquarian. He amassed
a huge collection of historical artifacts, now
housed at the museum named for him in Oxford—the first public museum in the world. But
his greater passion was esoteric studies. The
numerous letters he wrote to associates and his
detailed diary entries provide invaluable insights
into the life of a man of affairs in the 17th century.
Churton traces Ashmole’s growth from an unhappy childhood through his studies at Oxford
University to his legal practice in the Middle
Temple in London. A staunch royalist, Ashmole
fought in the English Civil War on the side of
the ill-fated King Charles I. Between skirmishes
he read works in mathematics and physics, and
these interests led to a lifelong fascination with
astrology and alchemy. In 1646 he became a
Freemason, at a time when operative, craft Ma-
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sonry was slowly giving way to modern speculative Masonry. A diary entry and his “acceptance” certificate, issued by a lodge in Warrington, Lancashire, provide one of the earliest records of speculative Masonic activity in England. He sought to join the Fraternity of the Rose
Cross but, like other seekers, was unable to locate them. In 1669, Ashmole received a Doctorate in Medicine from Oxford.
Elias Ashmole’s difficult childhood and the political turmoil of his young adult life left a permanent mark, at least indirectly helping to mold
his esoteric interests. Moreover, his interest in
alchemy—shared by many other prominent people in the 16th and 17th centuries—is well
placed by the author in the context of the religious and philosophical movements of the times.
Ashmole knew that success in the alchemical
quest—however that was to be defined—
demanded moral purity, and he was conscious of
his own lapses. He also believed that discovering the Philosopher’s Stone was an initiatory secret, passed on from generation to generation in
an unbroken lineage. In 1651 he entered into a
master-disciple relationship with one William
Backhouse, whom he subsequently referred to as
“Father.” The following year he published his
most famous work, Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum, an extensive compilation of English
alchemical texts. Whether Ashmole achieved the
“Great Work” is not known; his commitment to
secrecy would have precluded any acknowledgement of success—or failure. What we do
know is that, from poor origins, he became a
wealthy man and generous benefactor to Oxford
University and his hometown of Lichfield.

The Magus of Freemasonry, written in a fastmoving journalistic style, is a rare page-turner
among biographies. Churton has brought to
well-deserved prominence a gentlemen-scholar
who made a considerable contribution to 17thcentury esotericism. The book is strongly recommended to anyone interested in the history of
the western esoteric tradition.
John F. Nash
Johnson City, Tennessee
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